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ABSTRAST

îhrough its control over the equilibrir¡n dissociation of dis-

locations, the stacking fault energy has a rnarked influence on varior:s

aspects of dislocation movement, such as clinb and cross-slip, which,

in turn, affect such properties as work hardening, creep and recorrery.

The presence of stacking fautrts can play an irnportant role in two phase

al1cy strengthening and phase transformations. Ttrus it is desirable

to lcrqrq, the value_ of the stacking fault energy as accurately as possible

and,many rnethods have evolved for its determinatiorr. Each of the

tec¡-niques is briefly reviewed and the strong and weak points listed.

Remarks àre nade concerning the nethods in general, particulatly when

applied to hexagonal close-packed netals. It is seen that there has

heen '!ir-r'!e orevious work to determine the stacking fault energlf of HCP

zirconiun. IVhat work there is, has been vague and/ot inacctrrate. In

this work an attempt has been made te rneasure the stacking fault energy

ín Zr by neans of the loop annealing rnethod, since this is a reasonably

accurate method particularly applicable to high stacking fault energlf

metals. This method invotves a comparison of the annealing rates of

faulted'and perfect quenched-in vacanqf loops in a metal. In this study,

houlever, the necessary loops r^rere found inpossible to generate because

of e4perimental contamination (hydriding) and impurities present in the

starting material. The difficulties encountered are öscr¡ssed in terms

of the parameters affecting loop formation, together rvith the theoretical

possibility of forrning quenched-in loops in Zr. The discussion of alternative

.possibilities for estinrating the stacking fault energf of. Zr, even though

they may. be less attractive, for experinental and theoretical reasons,

;
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STACKING FAIILT ENERGY DETERN{ITIATION AI{D

ITS, APPTICATION TO AIPHA Z]RCONIIM

1 INTRODUMION

Defects in the crystal stn¡cture of netals have long been

' locnrn to affect, in varying degrees, iluury of their physical and nechanical

properti"es. Thus, before improving upon the desirable properties in

i tly given application or dininishing any wiridr are undesirable, a

. thorougþ d.etermination of the type and quantity of defect present, and

the degree of its effect on the relev.ant properties, is a necessary

' prerequisite. To accomplish this, the nature of the defect itself m:st

i be urderstootl.

Iþfects are generally classified in three categories; point

defects, such as vacancies or interstitials, line defects, such as dis-

I locations, ffid planar defects, sudr as stacking faults or grain bor¡ndaries.

I It is the latter category, namely stacking faults, ürhich shal1 be closely

xamined i¡ this study.

The physical description of a stacking,,,fault and hcn¡ it may

,t arise in the crystal lattice, is of prirnary inportance. Since any system
:l: :)i will- tend to¡¡ards its lowest possible energ:r state, the area of stacking

, ', fault will be dependent Upon a certain surface energlf above that of .the

perfect lattice, whiáh, in relation to the energies of various otfrer

..: defects, will determine the probability of the fault occurring. Hence,

,"j ',:. if the presence of faults can be shown to affect a given mechanical

property, a kncnvledge of the rnagnitude of this stacking fault energy,

hereafter denoted as SFE (or Greek symbol y), could then help predict

to what extent the property will be affected.



. Accordingly, a great deal of work has been done to deterrnine

the SFE of many metals and alloys. The rnethods of detennination may be

generally classified as either direct or indirect. Ttre direct methods

involve a visual obsen¡ation of faults or faulted defects followed by

appropriate calculations fron.the defect geornetry. The indirect nethods

rely on obsen¡ations of some parameter intilnately connected wittr the SFE

to obtain an estinrate of its magnitude.

0f the three najor netalli.c crystal lattices; face-centered

ä¡¡ic (FCC), body-centered cubic (BCC), ffid hexagonal close-packed (HCF) ,

by fat the greatest anpt¡nt of work has been done on FCC rnetals and alloys,

prinarily becat¡se of their conrnercial irnporLance. The relatively sfurple

FCC lattice geometry has aided these stud.ies a great deal. The BCC metals,

because of their colrplex stacking sequence of the atomic layers have, on

ttre whole, been considered to have SFE's too high to be of prirne interest.

HCP metals, because of a somewhat complicated lattice geometry and. smaller

corrnercial usage have also been 1ittle studied with respect to SFE.

Accordingly, in this work the applicab-ility of the various methods of HCP

metals is e4plored and evaluated. In partiorlar, determination of the

SFE of alpha zirconium, inportant in nuclear reactor technology, has been

atterpted. ,/

1.1 FAtIf,T CI,ASSIFICATIONS

If the atoms in a crystal lattice can be approxinated by hard

spheres, the FCC and HP structures arise through different stacking

sequences of layers of close-packed atoms. Thus if one layer of atoms is

designated as ocorpying rAf positions (see Fig. 1), the next layer could
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then be placed in either the fBr or tct positions. Thus the FCC lattice
aris.es from one layer in the tAr position, the next in the rBt position

and thç third in the fCr position whereas the IIC? lattice has the third

layer back in the tAt posi-tion.

arises when an error occurs in the sequence througþ either removal,

insertion or shear of an atomic plane. The SFE is then the extra energy

' created above that of the perfect lattice and is composed of a surface

I energl)f d;e to the faulted area and an elastic energlf ó¡e to the line

tersion of the bounding partial dislocations, i.e. dislocations whose

' Burgers vectors are less than the ful1 slip distance of a perfect dis-

It, ' a faulted are¡r occurs only when it is energetically favo::able (except

under rurusual circumstances), as in the reaction:

perfect dislocation + 2 Shockley partials

where the configu::ational energy (taken as the squaïe of the Burgers

vectcirsl¡ is
2662a,aaaz *6 *6r=T

Ttris rnay.also be deduced inh¡itively, it being easier to proò¡ce a

". shift fron B, to Brby way of C, rather than straight fron B, to B, as
i :f ''

, ' shcr,r¡n in Fig. 1. .Ttris separation of the partials is then given by a

balance between tJreir rnrtual elastic repulsion and an attraction arising

fron the tendenq¡ to decrease the surface energlf of the faulted area.

ilr::'



Various neans of classifying the possible t¡pes of faults

have arisen, one early method. being ttrat of having either gror,rth or

deformation faults. Growth faults are defined as those having tfie fault

boundary separating crystal portions having a twin orientation, while

deformation faults separate regions of paralle1 otientation. Another

method has been to classify faults as either intrinsicz, where, for

an intrinsic fault, the atonic pattern of earh half of the crystal extends

to the composition plane (whether or not this is an atomic plane) Ðd,

for an extrinsi-c fault, the composition plane is an atomic plane whidr

is foreign to the lattice stn-rcture on either side of it. As an exam¡1le,

rernoval of a layer of atorns (vacanq¡ condensation) would correspond to

an intrinsic fault, while insertion of an extra layer (interstitial con-

densation)would lead to an extrinsic fault.

Guided by tliese n¡Ies (where applicable), the variorrs tfpes

of FCC and HCP faults can then be classified in a fairly orderly nanirer

as,,seen in Table 1, r-rsi-ng the de1 (Â) notation of Franks a¡rd Frank and

^Nicholas-. Thus the regular FCC sequence is AOBOCOAOB¡C¡A a¡rd the

reguler HCP sequence is A¡BVA¡BVA. l4rfiere the operators A and V re-

spectively indicate Ëhears of (.4*8, B*C, C+A) and B+4, C+B, A+C), i.e.

the former represents- an ABC-true sequence, wnife the latter represents a

CBA-type sequence. - The faults in this table are the conrnon ones and rnore

"j 
complex stacking sequences are best regarded as ch¡sters of simple faults.

' It is also evident ihat, while the FCC faults can be easily seen to conform

to the classifications, the HCP faults are often rather difficult to

visualize since the nrles were originally derived for the FCC lattice.

,1, ',...-
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TABLE 1

COMI\4ON FATILTS IN FCC A}iD HCP LATTICES

FCC

1) A^B^C^4^BAC^A - a lV, ìntrinsic, deformation fault corresponding

+ A^B^CAAVCAAAB to either rernval of a layer of atoms or single

shearing.of an atomic layer, i.e.B+C, C*4, A*8, etc.

2) AAB^C^A^BACAA - a 2Y, extrinsic, double deformation fault corres-

+ AABACAAVC'BAC ponding to either i¡sertion of a layer of atoms or

a double shear, i.e. B+C, C+A+B, A+B{, etc.

3) 'AÂBAÇ^A^BAC^A - a growth or twin fau1t, corresponding to a successive

+ AaBaC^AVCvBo-A' shearing cf l-ayers, i.e. B+C, C-+A+B, A+B+C-+A, etc.

HCP

f.) AAB*A,ABVAAB - a lV growth fault
+ AAB*AVCAAVC

2) AAB*AABVA^B - a 2V, intrinsic, defornation fault

3) A¡B'fl¡BVAABVA - a 3V extrinsic fault

+ AAB'ÁVCVB*AAB
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. There are various types of faulted defects that can occur in

metals. The splitting of perfect dislocations into partials can lead

to bands of stacking faults and, if these interact, intrinsic-extrinsic

fault pairs, extended dislocation nodes, faulted jogs or faulted dipoles

can result. Point defects can coalesce into discs, forming faulted loops,

or, in certain. cases, faulted tetrahedramay form. All of these rnay be

recognized as faulted defects, using transmission electron nicroscopy,

by a characteristic fringe.contrast of alternating dark and light bands,

aris,ing fron the sinusoidal variation in transmitted electron beam

intensity with crysta1 d.epth5,6. In addition, a great dêal of work has

been done ín araLyzing.slight differences in the visual appearance of

these.fringes in order tq partially classify the defects as per Table 1,

or to distinguish then from other f,ri.nge-produei.ng defeets such as grain

o-or¡rdaries, twin bor¡rdaries and microtwins .7,8 r9rtr0r11

The detailed fonnation of the more comnon of ttrese defects w"ill

be discussed. later, but first we sha11 consider ttreir influence on the

nechanical properties of a meta1.

L.2 STAgflNG FA{JLTS A}.ID IVIEGIANICAL PROPERTIES

Any attempt to review the effects of a given defect upon the 
.

properties of a ,*t^í must of necessity be somervhat sinplified, unless these

effects are the prime topic of d.iscussion. Hence, in this work, the relations

between stacking fzu1ts and nechanical properties will be dealt wittr in a

short, descriptive manner. To do othen¿ise would result in so great an

amount of theory, observations and explanations that the principle objectives '

of the work would becone blurred.

J
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L.z.T CLIMB AÀIE CROSS SLIP

In the previous section, the fundarnental aspect of faulting, 
,

i.e. .extended dislocations, w¿rs established. This has a marked effect

on dislocatioir movement, notably clinrb and cross-slip. 
l

' . Mâiry rnodels have been postulated to describe the process of ",

cross-slip, vrhereby a (islocation noves fron its glide plane on to a plane

intersecting the glide plane, in order to bpass some obstacle blocking
' 1..

its rnoverent" Most of these, including the most comnon one of Seeger and ,:,

location under the pile-up stress caused b;r the dislocations lying against

the obstacle, into a perfect dislocation, before cross-slip can ocq.rr. ',

Thusthe1c¡r^¡ertheSFE,i.e.thegreateIthepartia1sextension,the1esser

will be the ease of cross-slip.

ïhe process of clinb of a perfect'd.islocation nay be regarded as 
,

thecondensationofpointdefects,usua11yvacancies,ontotheextraha1f

plane of the dislocation, resulting in its shrinkage. For an extended

dislocation, as the partials climb, the fault between then rnrst also clinb

A process of both vacanqf condensation and shear or even vacancy conden- 
:

. sation after constriction would intuitively appear nore difficult than

one of sinple condensation, hence clinb should be more difficult, the lor^¡er

". .the SFE.

i " 1.2.2 ilrORK HARDENING 
',i'

-

Work hardening, of the increase in resolved. shear stress with

increasing resolved shear strain, has been separated¡ for FCC netals, into

t}rree rnain stages, eadr involving changes in the tlpe of dislocation movenent,



-'r et a114.. Ilnforü¡nately, the workas, originally suggested by Seegt

hardening of HCP metals is more conplex due to the lattice geometry and

variations in the primary slip system amongst the HCP metals, Ðd has not

been studied as extensively. .Nonetheless, for some HCP metals, many of

the same principles are basically applicable.

Stage 1 or the easy glide ¡egion of work hardening (see Fig. 2)

in FCC single crystals is thought to nainly involve dislocation movement

on th¡ primary slip plane.. As these dislocations encounter obstacles and

new sources are exhausted, dislocations begin moving on secondary slip

planes. Becar¡se movenent on these planes is more difficult a higher hardening

raàe develops, called Stage 2 or the linear hardening region. As ttrese

secondary dislocations encounter pile-ups, t¿rngles or Lomer-Cottrell locks,

a stress builds up whictr can be relieved by cross-slip around the obstacle.

Thus the hardening rate fafls off, leading to Stage 3 or the parabolic

hardening region. Obviously ttren, the SFE will have a narked. effect on

the onset of parabolic hardening, as schenatically shov,rn in Fig. 2, due

to its influence on the ease of cross-slip. The ease of cross-slip frorn

basal to prism planes in HCP metals will be sinilairly affected. Thís

effect fonns the basis for the indirect, deformation methods of SFE

determination:, as sha11 be seen later.

L.2..3 REM\¡ERY

The process of recovery in metals, in which the stored energy

of a deformed metal is lowered ttrrough elimination of dislocation tangles,

pile-ups, etc., leads to restoration of properties that have been reduced

by severe cold-rr¡orking, e.g. drctility, formability or conductivity. Since

this process can invol-ve both climb and cross-slip of dislocations, a low

SFE could then greatly hinder the rate at which recovery occurs
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1.2.4 CREEP

Tfie.tine-dependant el-ongation of a netal under a stress

greater than its yield strèss but less than its fracture stress is known

¿rs cïeep. The most comnon type of cïeep, recovery creep, can be separated

into three main stages, as shon¡n in Fig. 3. The onset of accelerated,

or tertiary creep, leading to fracture, is determined by tJre length of

the seconðary or recovery stage, in which a bala¡rce exists between re-

coveqr and strain hardening. The recovery in this region has been pro-

posed as.resulting fron both cross-slipls and a combination of climb and

16cross-slip^" of dislocations. Thusras above, the SFE will have some

influence on the rate of recovery and, along with other factors, thus

influence the creep life of a metal.

LZ.s PRECIPITATION A},ID PHASE TRANISFORMATÏON

, With the advent of more conpLex alloys in recent years to meet

new technological demands, the effect on mechanical properties of pre-

cipitate particles in association with stacking fault, fræ aroused a good

deal of interest. Apart fron their influence on work hardening, the faults,

along with undissociated dislocations, strengthen because they are con-

strained by the precipitates.

T\^¡o notãble examples of this arose from the work of Hirsctr and
11 -18Kelly^' and Honeycombe et a1^". Simply treated, Hirsch and Kel1y reasoned

that if coherent precipitates of a lower SIü than the matrix existed in

an alloy, extended dislocations, in passing into ttrese regions, would

dissociate further, as shovm in Fig. 4. Therefore to pul1 these dislo-

cations a,rray from the particles, some extra work, i.e. an increase in

strength, would have to be supplied to constrict them to their original

'!'
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except ncn¡r the dislocations would be repelled by the particles and an

extra force would be necess ary to move ttren past the particles.

, , Expressions can be devefoped for this strengthening effect as a fwrction : .

, of the paraneters shou¡n. in Fig. 4, witJr. varying amounts of strengthening '1"ì'

etween the tvuo extrernes of R >> w, and R .. rZ. The important conclusion

is tfrat the strengthening is directly proportional to the SFE difference
:l

between matrix and precipitate and yield stress values fron this theory .,.',

.;.
some extent for c.r-co(l7)-"'a 

"

A somewhat different process was obsen¡ed by Honeyconbe et 
"118,

where, for NbC and TiC precipitation on both faults and dislocations in

I austenitic steels, the optinmn yield and ultimate strengths were obtained

r from an ageing process that resulted. in extensive faulting with widespread

precipitation on the faults. Silcock and Tunsta1119 posûrlated a

I ' nechanisrn for this which involved c1funb of Frank partials (frorn splitting
?nof sessile dislocations'") around the particles to relieve ttre nisfit

: . strain from the larger Nb or Ti atons. Once these particles are imbedded, ,,,:,,,,,
. :.:-l

a strengthening of the Hirsch-Ke1ly q?e night result while tJre particle ',,.,
. :..:. '..':' renains coherent, with a chærge to another mectranism when they becone

incoherent. Along with several other factors .the ar¡thors concluded .

. . 
"j that a 1or¡,r SEE matrix hr¿¡s necessary for ttris mechanisrn. Further study

.' '!" ,1 ??

.austenites23,adirectcorre1ation.betweenfau1ted.areaarrdhardneSSw¿lS

also established.
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' From the nature of the stacking sequences of variot¡s faults in
FCC and HCP rnetalÉ, it can be deduced ttrat a certain regular distribution

of faults in one stirrcture is equivalent to the other stn¡cture, For

example, a gror,,rth fault on every second plane of the FCC lattice is
equivalent to the HCP lattice. In other words, if solute ad.dition to an

FCC netal lo¡¡ers the SFE, the faulting density riray increase to a point_

where the stnrcture becomes HCP, i.e. a phase transfonnation has taken

place.. This ty-oe of transfonnation is tJrought to be the co:rect one

for several systems, suú as Ag-4124 rn¿ cu-Ge25. A srightly different

mechanisn has been proposed26 fot the nucl-eation of martensitic phases

in austenitic stainless steels involving Shockley partial movernent cnr

alternating close-packed planes, but .the important point is that heav¡r'

faulting is a prerequisite.

T?re above sections list but a fer.¡ exarnples of prorperties affected

by tåe sFE since this energy will affect, to some extent, any property

dependent upon dislocation movement anð./or configuration. T?re irnportant

point to remember is that, in all of the examples given, the sFE is only

one of several parameters which nay affect a given property. For example,

work hardening is generally corsidered?T to be influenced by netal purity,

orientation, d.eformation tençlerature, .ryrt"f size and. surface condition

as well as SFE. Thus a tme picture of the quantitative effects of

stacking faults nnrst usually be a rather complex one which attenpts to

accor.nt for every other variable.

Flaving thus established the marked influence of the SFE on nany

inportairt properties, the next .logical step would. be to estinate the

nagnitude of this energy for as many rnetals as possible, as acctrrately

as possible.



2 STAS(ING FAULT ENERGY DETEFMINIATION

Z.L DIREST MET}IODS

2.T.1 NODE MEÏ}IOD

This nethod was the first of the direct rnethods, suggested

by lritrelan in 195928 for extended. nodes in stainless stee1. Nodes can

' be formed by the interaction of extended dislocations and can result from

, interactions on the same plan€r s in Fig. 5, or, by rneans of cross-slip, ,, ,

:, , from interactions on intersecting planes, 6 in Fig. 6. T?re nodes normally :;:-,,.:.

':'
tend toward a screw character (cl = 0 in Fig. 7), since screw nodes have a

slightly 1ou¡er energy (and are therefore slightly larger) as determined ,

by Btou 29.

Whelanrs sinplified analysis assuned elastic isotropy and took

of the variation of line tension along the cun¡ed dislocation. He ca1- 
l

' culated the force balance between points ArB and C, Fig. 5c, as one

between the line tension, T, of ttre partials and the surface energlr of

the farrltr yr Æ 
,,,,, 

:

r., 1\

wtrere T -6'/2 '
R = node rädius of ctrn¡ature

'...
. b = Burgers vector of the partial dislocation 

,.......'I ",'

solute impedance effects, image forces near free surfaces, interactions

with nearby dislocations and node ctraracter were not accounted for.

15
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Fig.S Exteirded dislocations on the sane plane
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b) an intrinsic contracted node
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fn several reappraisals of the theory these factors have '

gradually been taken into consideration. Siems et a130 and Thornton

et a131 considered interaction of partials. Maders2 investigated the

effect of surrounding nodes and Bto*.r29 accornted for the node ctraracter 
. ,,

effect on line tension. The most recent analyses, which give concurring :::,:.

values of SEE, are ttre numerical one of Brorrrn and Tho1e.r34 *d ttre analytical

one of Sie*s35. Besides R, these aiso util.ize the inscribed node radius,
La F La 1 a 

:_

w, and the separation of the partials in the arms, d (see Fig. 7) . Their ,ì, .,

e9Uations,whi1eappearingratherc¡¡rbersome,invo1veparametersthat

are generally easily obtained if the nodes are large and suitably synrnetric. 
::':'.:

Tlrey are:

Brcn¡n and Tholen:
?

a) VR/Gb-.= 0.27 - 0.08(v/l-v)cos 2a +{0.104(2-ul1'-v)
+A"24(v/1-v),cos ZerÌlog&/e'.-.... i.-..... o. o"o.. . (2.2)

')7b)yw/ffi"=0.055(2-v/1-v)-0.06(v/(1.v)")cos2a
+{0.018(2-v/1-v) + 0.036(v/1-v)cosZo}log R/e'. . . . . . . . (2.3)

Sierns:

^z\ñUDWa) R=!fr -Ãfß i1 + (v/1-v)(3cos2s./z+7/2)\tR/e ........ . (2.4)
l'tttttt-'
.t ._.-. .-

b)-R = ë#M{1'+ 5vcosza/(2-v) (1 + 2cos2cr)}1nR/e . . . o . . . . . (2-5),.,,,,
.:l -i: .

.-.: ..:

..r^^* ^ - ffizçz-v¡ (1 - Zvcoszo .,
r.¡here a = ififfif (1 - ffi;-r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (2.6)

v = Poissonrs Ratio
.T' e = cutoff or core radius of partial (usua11y taken as its '.,'.

. B'urgers vector)

Tlrts measuring errors are minimi zed by use of more than one parameter ,

although each has its or^m limitations. R is often difficult to fit to a

node, especially asynrnetric ones, alttrough it is ttre largest parameter.
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Fig.7 Extended node parameters (after Gallagher, ref.33)
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Ttre separation d is almost impossible to'measure in rnost netals and

allq¡s since its equilibrir¡n value is usually of the same order as the

partials image width. The inscribed. radius w, while easiest to measure,

is only valid down to a critical node size of roughly one-third the extinc-

tion distance (roughly 75 R) due to ar*cmnolot¡s contract effects whicfr Òccur

for snaller nodesg. G and. v can be modified if the naterial is highly

anisotropic ernd, at present, the value of e=b is only an order of magnitude

estimate. TheR.and w values of nodes inclined to the electrõn beam should

be rnultipliecl by a geometric correction factor while those of a size

approaching the foil thicloess are not r:seable since the surface reduces

the line tension, anomolously increasing the curuature=u^, ,.e. the nodes

shotrld be reasonabLy far,from, and paral1e1 to, the foil surface. Annealed.

nodes are desired in alloys since solute inpedance effects may result

in asynunetric configu::ations due to solute pinning of the partials. Even

when.synnnetric, the node size could be larger in regions of slightly

higher solute concentration (lower SFE), therefore a large nr¡nber shoulcl

usually be measured, especially in al1oys. When these ljmitations are

taken into consideration and corrected for,the values obtained by'this

teclunique_ are generally considered to be the most accurate of all the

present techniques a¡td are often used as a basereference with whictr to

cqmpaïe values from others. T?re najor limitation of this nethod is

ttre fact that it is limited to relatively low SFE materials, with the r-rpper

) <'7limit being arowrd 30'ergs/cxn'."' Thus, while it is.often used in studies

cm alloys, when alloying lowers the SFE, it ca¡¡not be used directly on most
' j'

of the pure metals.
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. -. 2.L.2 TEIRAFIEDRON ME"ITIOD

Silcox and HirschSS firrt observed faulted, tetratredral-

shaped defects in quenched A-r and explained their presence as due to a

combination of vac¿mqf condensation and dislocation glide as per Fig. I,
whidr is still one'of the most widely accepted nodels for formation of

quenched-in tetrahedra. Tetrahedra grcnuth by direct vacancy condensation

onto jogs on the tetrahedron itself has been proposed by de Jong and

Koehl-er39 and Kimura et 1140. rt has also been fo*rd41'42'43 that ttrese

defects can be formed solely through deformation, by Frank loop formaticn

from cross-s1ip of extended. d.islocátions at superjogs and further dis-

sociation frcrn theie into the tetrahedron. An exarnple is given in Fig. 9.

Silcox and Hirsctr3S t"t" the first to try and relate the edge

length (1o) of the nalcimun stable tetrahedra in quenched metals to the

SFE by a somewhat simplified energy balance as;

1o IGaZ
9-Æ1lry

where % =coreradir:s

. a =latticeconstant

Tfris relafion did not take into account dislocation interaction energies

or the dissociation of the Frank loop. First Czjzek;etal44 and ttren

Jossang and Hirth45 attacked the problen much more comprehensively through

development of a general energlf expression for the configuration of

partials and faulted area as a frnction of the height of the tnmcated

tetratredron, i.e. a more general case where the tetrahedron may not be

fully fonned. In plotting this expression vs. a parameter involving ttre
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(o)

(b)

(c)

Fig.8 Formation of quenched stacking fault tetrahedra

a) vacancies collapse on a {111} plane, fonning a loop bor.urded by

Frank sessile dislocations
b) the Franks dissociate i¡to stair-rod and Shockley dislocations,

the Shockleys spread out on other {111} planes

c) the Shockleys combine to form'three more stair-rods



(o)

(c)

.'j Fig.9 Deformation
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formation (after Loretto et a1, ref.44)

a) screw distrocati-on with edge strperjog AD (Burgers vector BC)

b) AD dissociates as r lC * Èy * |C (Shockley ph.rs Frank) as screw

cross-slips on cr plane and glides on ô plane. New jogs DB and

I AB also dissociate as AD, with Shockleys arurihilating, leaving

corplete Frank loop

c) Loop dissociates to tetrahedron as per fig.8

t
,t

,
,

, 4-'ic

tetrahedron
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hei.ght for varisus lotr, it was for¡rd that, below a certain critical

size. of 1-, the tetraÏ¡edral defect was stable, andr, above a much largero'
value of 1o, only the Frank triangle was stable. In between there was

a range where both tetrahedra and loops could be stable.

. It is of interest to note that for Au the size for Frank

triang1estabi1itywasforndtobeVery1arge(=580oR)*t.i.r'wou1d

erplain why tetratred.ra are in the vast majority in ttris 1or¡¡ SFE metal.

Quite probably ttren, this critical size is nuch reduced for a high SFE

metal such as A1 so that only loops are stable, as fo¡¡rd e:rperimentally.

Thus the mixture of loops and tetrahedra obsen¡ed ín t'1i46 night indicate

ttrat itts SFE is at least close to, if not lcnrrer than, that of 41, in

contradiction to nost other estimates.

. At any rate, the value of the SFE is then for.¡nd by an iterative

process in which plots of the energy of the configuration 1¡s. a fr¡rction

of the height are drar^¡n for different 1 values r¡rti1 one vàlue gives a

p1ot !\¡ith a horizontal inflection point (denoting the loop-tetrahedron

transition) at 1o = na:<irn¡n edge lengttr obsen¡ed i¡ the meta1.

Hr¡nble et al47 refined Jossang and Hirthts energ¡r expression

by rnore accurately taking into accor¡rt the cur:\¡ature of the Shockley

. partial-s and, most inportant, accounting for any eneïgy that might have

to be overcome for tlle loop-tetrahedron transformation, i.e. an activation

. energy. Tris would not influence quenched tetrahedra due to the absence

of any applied stress, but could definitely affect deformation tetratredra

where the applied str"ss might be enough to push the loop over this barrier

before the equilibrir¡n transformation is reached, resulting in an overlap

betrveen the size of the largest tetrahedron and the smallest loop. Thus



a me¿rR value of these should be used, resulting in slightly lcwer values

ttran Jossang and Hirthts, but still conpatible with node results. Tfris

,elieved that, because

quenched tetrahedra could conceivably grow due to a vacanqf super-
ltttt 

'

saturation, only deformation.tetratredra can give accurate results for :r;:

the SFE.

This.nethod extends the range of SFE measurement r:p to roughly
7

L00 ergs/qn¿ and conplements the node method, especially in enabling more ,,,

accurate extlapolations to be made in plots of y vs. alloying content ,',, ,

(for exarrrple, Hrmrble et a146¡. As with the node method, only tetrahedra

a,rray from the foil surfaces should be used and, of course, for high SFE

metals where 1o nay be as small as 100 R, extreme care must be taken in

Íieasurement. Since the largest edge length is of importance, a very

thorough search of the thin foil is required. Finally, since the determi-

nation is an iterative pïocess, the calculations become quite tedious

' . and are best conputerized.

2.T.3 üITIER DIMCI METHODS

.Another direct metåod that has recently been extensively used

is ttre loop annealing inet-hod which shal1 be discussed in detail later

since it was chosen ár tn" experinental rnethod. The remaining direct rnethods

..1 have either not been given much credence, have only seen linited use oT

. ,: apply to naterials of little interest here. Therefore they shaIl be
:'
: described and conrnented upon briefly.

2S



Z.L.S.L RIBBON MEI}IOD

This rnethod utilizes the equilibriun spacing between the partials

of a dissociated dislocation to detertnine the SFE as;
t

-_ _ Gb'(z-v) t1 Zvcosâs, \ , ,,ô ô.,Y=97¿6¡i ¡r--7¡l-J .. . . . . . . . . . . . l¿.ó)

using Readrs isotropic elasticity theqty48. '

where d = partialrs separation

c = angle between partials and total Burgers vector
of extended dislocation :

ïhe najor linritation of ttris rnethod.is that, for any amor¡nt of accuraq¡r, ":''

dnn¡stbefair1y1arge,rmp1yinga1orn¡SFE.If500Ristakenasarough

linit for accurate measurement, so that the actual separation is reasonably

larger than the partials irnage width, the nethod then becomes limited to

SFEfs'less than roughly i 
"tgr/crn2, 

th* eliminating practically all
n¡etals and their alloys. This rnethod has been appli.ed suceessfully to

Layert¡pe structut"r4g, i.e. structures such as graphite, ta1c, bismuth,

etc.'u¡hose main glide planes are almost invariably para11e1 to their'

cleavage or growth planes, resulting in long ,lislocation ribbons of

measurable spacing due to the 1o^¡ SFEts of these materials. ,,,,,

Great care has to be taken that the configurations are .'

equilibrium ones, i.e. they have not been influenced by exte¡nal stresses .': 
,:'

such as foil handfing or bean heating. Faulted loops which grovr sufficiently

... large to cr¡t the foil surface nay also appear to be widely extended dis-

',, locations. Surface inage effects have to be especially watched for due ,,,' 
,

to the structure of these materials and the large size of the ribbon

configurations.



Z.T.3.Z GRAIN BOTJNDARY INTERSECTION MEI}IOD

This method is based qpor,r a comprehensive deternination of the

ratio of tvvin bor:ndary free eneigr to grain boundary energr from ttre

coherent tr^¡in bor.md.ary-grain bor.nrdary intersection configuration
(n q1

(l'furr et a1""). 0n1y one investigation"^ has thus far been reported,

which duplicates this work for SFE rather than twin boundary energ¡.

Rather than requiring any equilibriwn spacing measurement, this method

hinges. on tr/\,o main +"surptions; that the interfacial free energ¡ of

the high-artgle grain bor-rrdary and the stacking fault is tåernodynarnically

equivalent to the corresponding tensions, a¡rd that the balance of these

tensions can be resoLved in any direction in teíms gf the.tn¡e dihedral

angles, 0i, between the intersecting interfaces. Resolving an inter-

section such as fowrd by Peterson and o¡r""n"rsl (see Fig. 10), parallel

to'the fault results in;

YSF = -Y6 (cos01 * aot02) . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2.9)

' where forces normal to the grain bowrdary are thought negligible since

:cn
dihedral angles, 01. and ô2t are determined as per lfurr et a1", from the

:

.,face, 8L, 0Z and 0, hñich are easily determined once the foil plane and

..j fault plane are lnou¡n. It does not matter if a single fault or a fault

I ',.. ttbundlet' is present since y is a constant and extra faults should not

affect the configuration. Although ttre grain bor-rrdary energy is an

average value and thus is not the actual value for any given bor.rrdary,

the deviation frorn ttris average value is only arowrd ú%5I. The nain

27
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Queeney, ref.5L)
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intersection (after Petêrson and
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di,fficr¡lty in this tecturique would seem to be the scarcity of good,

useable intersections, since Peterson and. Queeney report only a

single measurement in their work on Cu, a risþ practice at best. Other-

wise, the method appears to hold promise, especially for high SFE

metalsr.since the fautt does not have to be of equilibriun length

2.1.3. 3 INTRINSIC.ÐCTRINSIC FAT]LT PAIR METHOD

From varior¡s considerations, such as relative sizes in intrinsic-

extrinsic node pairrsz, ¡-t"y *otk53, and the absence of extrinsic faulted
q;4 

w,as lons held that the extrinsi :tetrahedra"-, it w,as long held that the extrinsic SFE (V"*a) was larger,

in varying anounts, than the usual intrinsic SFE (yirrt). This was in

disagreement witJr theoretical perturb ation studies Shwhich shov¡ed ttrat

yint = yexË. rn support of this, Ga11aghut56 *d oth"t 57'58 hrlr"

recently experimentaTTy confirmed this fact, erçlained the earlier in-

correct conclusions to some extent, and in the process have evolved. a

sinple, accurate nethod of SFE detennination. In the definitive paper

for this method, Ga1lagher56 hrr explained several intrinsic-extrinsic

configurations, the simplest and nost r:seful of which is the one shc¡r^¡n

in Fig. 11' jn 
"ñi{ two extended dislocations have joined a¡rd interacted,

.with one "eross-ing-over" to fonn the band of extrinsic fault. Because

of the fact ttrat theithree long partial-s .are parallel- and have the sa¡ne

..j Burgers vector, a rêlatively si.mple relationship may be derived fron

1,.. isotropic elasticity theory as;

GbZ ..,1 . .t^ . r \/yirrt= 27 ltld,+V@1 +d"Xcos?o*rinzall-v).... . (2.10)

ffizor yexr=frQ/au +y/(di* de)Xcos?s, +sin?a/L-v) . . . . . . . (2.11)
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Care m¡st be taken to reasure ttre drs arvay from the cross-over poiats

and to correct it for inclinati.on to the foil surface. As with the ottrer

di:reçt nethods, the accuraqf of.measurement becomes less as d becsmes
')

smaller and the method is limited to SFEts less than about 20 ergs/crn".

In addition ttris type of configuration is relatively rare, having been

obsen¡eà thus far only in noble metal allq¡s. The absence of ttris

defect is thought to be due to sone true of formation barrier caused by

the strong elastic forces at ttre cross-over pointss9 b,rt not by the

.greater'rnagnitude 
of the extrinsic SFE, as previously assuned. One

interesting possibility raised by Ga11aghut59 i, that of annealing m¡1ti-

layer vac¿mqf loops in quenched higþ SFE metals, such as A1 and Mg,

where sone intrinsic loops have been fourd with regions of extrinsic

faulting inside then. Unfortr¡rately the only study thus far, on an
Án

At-Mg a11oy"", shows Yext = l.4Yint and'it is difficult to say j'ust where

the discrepangr might 1ie.

2,I. 3. 4 FAUITED DTPOLE-I{ETHOD

The dipole nethod is essentially based upon a transition

betrveen the r¡rf,aulted and fautrted conditi-on of a dipole at sone critical
se¡aration of the siip pfanes of the tgp and bottom dislocations of the

öpole, i.e. at separations less than this, the total energf is lor^¡ered

by d,issociation of -the dipole dislocations. As first form¡lated by

^1Steeds"^ in a conprehensive study, this separation can be related to

the dipole width in tåe plane of the foil as a fraction of the extinction

distance (EJ. Various configurations of dislocations resulting in

eittrer S or Z-shaped faulted dipoles (S-shaped involving both intrinsic

and extrinsic faults, Z-shaped. being similar faults) were determined
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arid trarsition curves drawn for eàctr. ia ,0", concluded that Z-type

dipoles were the most suitable becaüse of ttre uncertainty of r,vhether

intrinsic SFE was equal to extrinsic SFE. In addition the funage contrast

for different operating reflectio* y* determined, with i1t being the

rnost suitable. A typi_9al deternination on Cu-2at roA762 is based on

Steedfs formula;

W
n¿rx

Pt

y = 1.28bP1/ffnæ( - 0.14) for Â<O.aEE . . . . . . . . . . . . (2,L2)

where A ='separation of Shockley partials in the direction of the
incident beam

= mæcimr¡n dipole width (along plane of dipole)

= a material constant

%o is usually deternined by microdensometer traces arrd P, is a frnction

of the elastic constants of the naterial. There are two other possible

relations between y and Wmalc, for O.ttrt O > 0.489 and for A= tg, but in

any deterrnination the governing relation is usually egsily for¡rd. îhis

nethod extends the range of measurement into approximately the same range

as the tetratredron method. It is not applicable for lc¡r^¡ SFErs6l since the

favored mechanisms for dipole formation (mutual trapping or superjogs on

screl^I dislocations) becone less and less feasible the 1or^¡er the SFE. Thorrgh

nost of the calcrrlati.ons come from isotrofic elasticity theory, anisotropy

can be easily taken into accor.rrt. Sone of the other disadvantrg", 
"t"61;

a) Contrast calculations break dor^¡r for sma1l d.ipoles (possibly sinilar

to the aforementioned difficulty with srnall nodesg;.

b) Tïre snall values of wn"* used (as 1ow as 100 fi.¡ cast ssne doubt on

the use of linear elasticity theory.

c) l.hcertainties in the extinction distance.
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d), The usual turcertainty in the values for cut-off raöi in the d"is-

location cores

rn addition the determination of the constant p, seems a bit vague, as

are some of the quantitative assu'nptions made during the calculations.

The harshest criticisn for this rnethod is probably the wide úariation
in :results from different workers as shal1 be seen later.

2.2 INDIREST }/IET}IODS

2.2.T X-RAY METHOD

Since stacking faults were first detected by their effects on

x-ray diffraction patterns63, * enormous amount of data and. theory has

been generated on the effect of faulting on the X-ray intensity profile,
with the three early definitive works being those of Wi1son64, Warr"r, and

I^iarekois6S and Paterson66. Their rr'crk essentially Ce.relopeC diffracted.

intensity eripressions in which faulting affected. the intensity profiles
in four main ways; sylnnetrical or asyrrnetrical peak broadening anð,/or

peak shifts with either type of broaderii¡rg. Various systems have been

derived to separate out the different types of faulting in FCC and HCp

netals36b, but the end product of these calculations, the deformation

stacki¡rg fault probab-ility (a), is of interest here. This paraneter

may be defined as eitJrer the product of the dislocation density, disloca-

tion width and close-packed plane spacing of as the probability of a
fault forming on a particular plane, given faulting on only one set of
planes. As can be intuitively seen, this probability (as'well.as the

growth fault probability, ß) should. vary in some inverse fashion with

SFE, but in just what exact manner has been very difficult to determine.

A few attempts have been rnade67r68r70 to relate o to y in a¡r accurate

enough mann€r to obtain reasonable v¿lues of SFE, but 1itt1e success has been
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achieved. A rnore recent effort by Gallagher a¡.rd Liu"" has shor^¡n some

promise, but only for certain systems. In plotting tho and

-1 . -1a -/a ^ vs. e/a ratio (where y^ and o^ apply to the solvent metal), it' O ' 'O O

was found for the Ag-Sn and Ag-In systens (but not for the Ag-Zn). that :

the respective cun¡es couldr. to a certain extent, be approxfunated by an

equation of the form y/yo = f¡x¡e-17oi1,u'here x is the atomic % solute.

one equation proposed for this68 is;

cr = ktNlY ... o . ..ô . . o . c..o . c . . . o ... . . . . . . (2.I3)

where kt = a constant"that can be calculated

N = dislocation density.

Using ' a reLation between N and x for the Ag-Zn system, and using

faulting probability data, a plot of SFE vs. x gave a line of sirnilair

slope to a plot fron node data but displaced about 2.6 times lower. This

waS thought to be due prirnarily to fr¡rdamental theoretical differences

between the above tfpe of equati on, (2.13), (based on equilibrir.un partials

separation)', md X-ray theory (faults exte.nding compléte1y across the

crystal). If these theoretical diff.iculties could be resolved, this

methodwou1dbeveryattractivesinceocanbeca1cu1atedforeventhe

highest SFE netals. It should be remenbered, however, that the higher

t}reSFE,theharder.ith¡i11betodetectthepeakbroadeningsandshifts

upon which cr and ß are based and ttre larger the error range will be.

?.2.2 DEFORI\4ATION MET}IODS

Iþformation techniques generally involve a SFE estimation from

the plastic behaviour of a Tnetal and are perhaps the most r¡sed indirect

methods. As comprehensively srmrnarized recently by Ah1ers71, thut" "t"
three nàjor types of deformation tecluriques. The first is from the
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temperature and strain rate dependence of the critical resolved shear

. stress (CRSS) of FCC metals, which usually coïTesponds to the CRSS for

controlling nechanism, estirnation of the SFE should be poss 1bte72.

However, more recent studies.have also indicated the possibility of either

Peierlrs friction or d.islocation-impurity interactions being rate con-

trolling rnedranisms. Also, other studies have shor^¡n substantial disagree-

'

71

The najor tecJnique is undoubtedly the t, nethod, which utilizes

the terperature and strain rate dependence of the cross-slip stress

(t") in FCC single crystals. As developed nainly be Seeger and co-wor'utr73'74-J-.L.4

total strain rate) to an activation energ for cross-slip, through an

¡ Arrhenius-type equation,

å.=â.(o)(krlKf). .o ...ô ...(2.74)

- rn¡trere å = cross-slip rate

åc(o) = ProportionalitY factor
./

,1, U"3 = activation energy for cross-slip

..j This activation energf is in turn logarithnically related to the cross-

"".'. slip stress as ,

Ut" = -Aln (tr/"rr[O]) . .. . . . . o . . . .

where A =proportionalityconstant
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Taking into cons:íderation the tenperature dependence of the shear

nodulus and Burgers vector, the two'relations nay be combined to give;

kr ln ä/åo = A(o) ffi h 
#"#Tr*, . (2.16)

where ã =strainrate
¿L = a proportionality factor

A(0), c(O), b(O) and tr(O) are values at 0oK.

By separate d.ifferentiations, the tefirpeïature and strain rate dependences

can then be d.erived., which have been experimentally confirmed, but only

at lot¿ temperatures; From these equations three parameters, âo, A(O) and

t"(o) r flây be determined.. åo is very dependent on the metal being

tested while tr(O) is related to the SFE through an equation which is a

very weak fi-rrction of y,

tr(o) = "So) (o.os6 - y/ffi)

where n = ntfliber of pile-up dislocations in front of the obstacle.

HoweverA(O)hasbeenre1atedtoS.FEbyWo1f75,forcb/3A,>4,through

,t, the follohting relationship: 
:..;;,

(1 + n/900)(1 + 180yGb) = 0.SSZGb1/O. .'.. . .
.' .. : 

'...

/rltJrough a great. deal of work has resulted fron ttris theory,

especially since it allorvs a very wide range of SFE measurement, d.ifficulties
..j and. criticisms abourd. To begin with, . t"rror,.áb1y 1ong, straight stage Z

'''.''. '':

'ì' 't.. of hardening is necessaly for a reasonable deterrnination of the rg cross- ,::':'::'".::

slip stress, *d, with increasingly more accurate studies, it is nohr

. thought that this nay be one of the hardest parts of the tecfurique, Also,
' the necessity of using single crystal can often be more tha¡r a little

. difficult and tùne-const¡ning. Impurities (or a solute for that natter) : ; ,,
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can also.have a substantial effêct on cross-slip. This effect has been

used by Gallagher and tiu69 to e'xplain the anomolous behaviour of SFE

with: alloying content arising fiom the work of Peissk"tT6 *irrg the r,
method. This behaviour, a rise in SFE with al1oy content, then a f.aLJ.,

rather lhan a steady decrease has, incidentally , not been for¡rd by any

other netho<l (especially node and x-ray results), to the best of the

auttrorrs knor,vledge. As sha1l bp seen shortly, the scatter in the results

is. severe and this methodrs authenticity has been increasingly criticized

of late, e.g. Gallrgh.t77 or Kutrlmann-Wilsdorf78" The latterts criticis'ms

contain the facts that cross-slip has been obsen¡ed in Au foils at

stresses nuch below those predicted by theory, tying in with the above

difficulty of choosing rS, a¡rd that screw dislocations have been seen

to be conspicuor:sly absent in low SFË specimens d.eformed into Stage 2,

probably ind.icating cïoss-s1ip out of the foil prior to Stage 3. She

also mentions the fact that long pile-trps of distocations, essential

to the theory, have never been obseryed in Stage 2. Finally, there

generally always exists a large d.ifference between. 3 values and any

. others, with the t,values being the higher ones. There still rnay be

something to be saiil for this method as a means of relative SFE deter-

rnination for pure, high SFE rnetals, especially in view of the fact that

m:ch of the necessary data is generated in normal deformation studies.

tlnforttnately this tJreory has proved almost. impossible to

correlate with SFE for HCP retals, mostly due to wid.e variations in their

work hardening cunres. Some attempts have been rnad.e on Mg79, Cd80 and
e1

Znot, but the results have been given 1itt1e credence in Ærlert, t"',ri"rTl.
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. The only partial estirnation of SFE for HCP metals has arisen

through the temperature and. strain-rate dependence of the CRSS for
prisnatic slip (tO). This dependence could be due to either cross-slip

of dislocations split on the basal plane, or to the initial forest

cutting of d.islocations on the prism plaire. I4rhatever the nodel, the

SFE will play an inportant role, and, as i.n the t, rnethod, the strain

rate (or cross-slip rate) can be related to the thennal component of
?B tt

to ( to ). Since .o is detennined by the value of the athesnal (tenper-

ature independ.ent) component, this value can be critical, unless, as

Atrlerrs suggests, the inverse of the activation volune (v) is plotted

against 'ro since ro/A (= l/vl is independent of the athermal component.

Therefore a plot of the inverse of the activation voh¡nes (detennined

fron strain rate changes) vs. the CRSS for prismatic s1ip, at various

terperatures, should be linear and of slope I/A. Ilnfortr¡rately this is
as f¿r as the analysis has developed and. a relation between A and. y

(eqtn. Z.L}), such as in FCC netals, has not been developed.. All that

can be said is that, soÍre type of inverse relationship exists between

the two parameters. For example, stud"ies have shovm that çn3/A for

Tírzr and some lr{g-Li allqrs are roughly the ,"*u71, ind.icating similai': .

SFErs, Ðd shoul-d be-higher ttran CU5/R for Cd and Co, which are generaltry

conceded to have fairly lcmr SFErs. As with the r, data, there appears

to be a good d,ea1 of scatter in the experimental results and very few

studies, making any conclusions drawn sornervhat r¡rreliab1e. :

In addition to these major rnethods there exist several minor

nethods lrorth mentioning. Orne very early nethod was a calculation of

tJre fault width from 1cn^r temperature cïeep d.ataby'Thornton and Hirsch8z,
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r^rhich provided Tough estinates of the SFE of several inportant metals

at that tine. Hcrurever, besides the above difficulties wit-h t-he strain

rate and temperature sensitivity, their rnodel required lnor,rrledge of the

glide and forest dislocation spacing, urless some assr.unptions were made

as to their relative sizes. Then too; ,the calculated width had to be

rela!.ed to the SFE (as in the Ribbon Ì'{ethod). Thr¡s it has not been
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often used, although there is a recent estinate for Zr SFE83 by this

nethod.

CouslandS4 hæ recently established a tentative relatiorship

befiveen the SFE and the Cottrell-Stokes Ratio of several FCC metals.

Suctr a correlation seenìs reasonable since this ratio involves the

temperature dependence of the thermal component of the flow stress whidr

depends on short range interactions v¡hictr, in turn,'rt" dependent to

sone dêgree on the SFE. Ftrrther correlation and verification could

possibly enabLe this relationship to be used as a means of SFE deter-

mination.

Another interesting possibility, ¿rs suggested by T"ngti8s is

a correlation of the SFE r4rith the required temperature change to produce

equal amourts of work softening as fornd by Cottrell and Stokes86, since

this yield drop upon,restraining at higher temperatures is thoug,ht to

be due to thernally-activated cross-s1ip. Both of these last two nethods

would, of course, require accurate knornrledge of the SFE of some reference

metals.

Fina11y, it is knc¡r^rn that the SFE is related to the stress

necessary to produce large, non-equilibrir¡n faults in metals, denoted Uy

the critical tear stress, as described by Saarinen and l4iekk-Oja87;

Il r = \/b . . . . . . . . . o . . . ó o . . . . . . . . . . . . (2.19)
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The stress to first produce non-equilibrir¡n faults in a recent study

of Ni88, t¡sed in conjurction with an assuned SFE value of 150 ergs¡arr?,

did give'reasonable values for the nr¡rnber of pile-up dislocations, n.

To reverse tlie detennination would. require an accurate knowledge of n,

possibly through etdr-pit studies, but the main advantage of the nethod

would be the extreme simplicity of the relationship, i.e. fewer

parameters and fewer sources of error.
I

2.2.3 TÐilTTRE IVIETFIOD

:' The effect of cold rolling on FCC rnetals and al1oys is a corn-

pression normal to the surface and a tensile force para1lel to the

rolling direction. The compressive force first rotates primary slip

planes paral1e1 to the surface and ttren finally {110} planes. Similarly

the tensile force rotates slip dlre_Çtions parêl_le1 to the tensile axis.

with <112> eventually becorning stable. This is the alloy qæg or brass

tercture, indicative of lor,v SFE metals. If extensive cross-slip can take

place, further rotation of the slip planes into the {124}-{146}<112>

: orientati.on can take p1ace. 'This is ca11ed the pure metal or copper

tlpe textuie representative of high SFE lnetals. ïhis connection beû,reen

e trarsitior, *¿ SFE has been util izeð,by Dillarnore et a189 to: textur

estimate values of the SFE for some connnon FCC metals. îhey first
estimated the degree of brass texture by the ratio of intensities of {111}

', ,,. poles in the transverse direction to that 20o from the rolling direction

in {111} X-ray potre figures. This ratio wqs used since tåe 20o intensity

remained the same for both textures while the transverse peak shifted

to¡¡ards tJre figure center with increasing copper texture. From Sêegerts7s

cross-slip theory, and asbr¡ning that single crystal stress-strain cun¡es
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of metals of the s.ârnê y/Gb values with equivalent thermal activation'

and orientation are identical if stress is measured as fractions of

G, they concluded that y/6 could be correlated with the above intensity

ratio at equal values of kT/Gb3 for different metals. Utilizing lsrown

values .for Ag, Cu and. Ni, correlation culnes were drawn and SFE values

of other metals deternined.

As previously noted, an furunediately apparent dræ'¡back is the

accuracy of the values for the reference metals. Also, as noted recently

by Liu and. A1ers90, alr" intensity ratio tectrnique' is converri"nt btrt

there is no theoretical reason for any ratio best describing the tex-

ture. Ttris nethod also assune.s no temperature dependence of the SFE.

Of prine importance is Liu and. Alers finding that the texture transition

is bette:: described. in terms of the "di,stroca,tion interactiorrrt hypottresis

of texture formation9l, h r4¡hich the separation of the partials, be they

of equilibrir¡n spacing or not, is the controlling factor. Their work

on Cr¡-41 alloys concurred with this theory in tft.at the brass to copper

transition took place over a very narrobr.range of solute content and not
I

graóralIy as the earlier theory would suggest. Thus there is a fi¡rcti.onal

relationship between SFE and têxture, but no one-to-one correspondence.

For the alloy content at this critical texiure (defined as 50% brass

and coppe Ð, y/ffi.* O" enpiricaLly determined, but for no other. In
addition, their tabulation shorvs a 1ow SFE netal, Pb, as having the

copper-tpe texture, while Ag, of afunost identical SFE, possesses the

brass-t1pe. As if.to further complicate matters, recent work by Kanijo
'o)

and Sekine"' has-suggested ttrat rnechanical avinning and not cross-slip



is the prirne factor for texture tra¡rsition. Obviously this method. can

therefore no longer be regarded. as tnrstworthy, except, perhaps, for

the special case at the critical a11oy content.

2.2.4 T|II¡IN BOTINDARY METTIOD

" The geonetry of stacking in FCC netals indicates that two

côherent tr,¡in bor¡rdaries (grorvth faults) lying on adjacent planes have

the sarne stacking sequence as an intrinsic fault. Therefore the SFE

should equal twice the tlvin boundary energy, and this idea was utilized
o"

by Fu11nran"" to give the first estinates for sFE, on cu and'41. using

ttre æralogr of twin bou¡rdary-grain bor.rrdary intersections being under

equiJ.ibrir.un surface tensions due to their respective energies, he ca1-

ct¡látêd the ratio V'U/V* fron the dihedral angles of the intersections.

Since ynp cÐ be independently ca1cu1ated94r95'(llt

be obtained. This would be especially r¡seful

annealing tlvirs can be formed but equilibrir¡n

several drarrrbacks exist.

, a value of SFE could then

for high SFE netals, where

f,aults cannot. Hourever,

Since the material is armealed. at a high tenperature to obtain

thee¡uilibriun ar¡r¡ealing twin-grain bor.rrclary intersections, one is

essent'ially measuring the SFE at that tenpe.rature ar.rd. not at room teÍper-

atur"S8" Since tJre iem,oerature dependence of the SFE is rmcertain at
<17best"', this could lead to a large variation in results as compared to

other nethods. Recent work on Ct'r96 has ind.icated. that purity, as usua1,

can affect results. significantly, and., in ad.dition, grain orientation

mr¡st be taken into accor.nt. By far the most serior;s drawback to this

¡netù-rod is that, despite reasonable SFE values obtained for A1 and Cu,

there appears to be no coirelation whatever betlveen 2V* and generally
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accepted SFE values .for fu, Ag, Fe, Ni a¡rd pt55b and for Inconel 600

and stainless stee158. This suggests that the approximate agreement

for C'r¡ and A1 is more fortuitous than anything and makes this nethod

extremely risþ.
Mention should also be nade of the connection bethreen the SFE

and frequenq¡ of, arÍr'rea1.i-ng trvins, with twins becoming nore frequent the

lower the SFE. One attempt to graphically correlate SFE wittr the n¡nber

of twin intersections/grair97 ,hor"d such a large degree of scatter,

honrever, that no reasonably accurate relationship could be fitted to it.

2.3 THEORETICAT METIIODS AIVD ALLOYING EXIRAPOI.{TION

Several attenqrts have been made to estimate the SFE fron first
principles, but with linrited success. As mentioned earlier, soÍre works

have demonstrated the approximate equality of the intrinsic and extrinsic
q5.gg

fault energies-"'-'"" As far as direct SFE deterrnination, several

approaches have been attempted. Hirth a¡rd. Lothessbdia*rsed a method

whereby the nrmber of pairs of atons of separation N, at 0o K, that are

not in the proper stacking sequencer. are multiplied by the c{istortional

energy/pair and sunmed over the lattice. Neglecting dilatational forces

no:ima1 to and within.the fault plane, i.e. the usual spherical batr-1
./

model bowrd by central forces, values roughly two orders of rnagnitude

lorrrer than normal were obtained by Jossanggg fot several metals using

this theory. It is interesting to note that by imposing a 1% com-

pression normal to the fault Jossang then obtained a value for Cu of
.,

50 ergs/crno, i* fairly good agreernent with experiment. 'This presence

of non-central forces is furt]rer indicated bv the deviations fron the

ideal cia ratioin HCP metals,. rnaking similaï calculatioris in thii Lattice
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even more,difficult

Recently Ducharmel00 calculated SFE values for Be, Cd and lvlg

using a non-local optirnized nodel potential theory and obtained values

of 225, LZ artð.8.7 ergs/*z r"rpuctively. As sha11 be seen shortly,

the values for Mg and possibly Cd are quite far off experimental

esti¡nates.

Another recent atterpt by Krasko "t a1101 has met with more

success. They calculatecl the energlf of faults in non-transition metals

by rneans of'an assumed pseudopotential nethod in which an effective inter-

atomic interaction potential is affected by the faulting and tJren sunned

over the lattice. Their values for Cu, AL, Zn and Mg were in reasonable

agreement with experirnental values but.not accurate enough to be used

with an1z.rea1 confidence because of the sensitivig of the SFE value to

the chosen potential¡

Fina11y, of great impor{ance, both theoretically and practically,

is the,'effect of âlloying on SFE. This haq long been held to be related

to the.free energy difference between the FCC and HCP phases in a system.

That is, adðition of solute lowers the SFE, enabling creation of more

faults until, at thè phase boundary, where the SFE is erpected to be zero,

the entire stnrcture- is faulted and equivalent to the other stnrcture,

as previously noted- in section L.2.5. fhis simplified model is not com-

pletely accurate, however, as r^i¿rs pointed out recently by Tisone et aT702

in a discussion of the theoretical coûponents of the SFE. Tfrey showed

that the SFE would. go to zero along with the free energr if only first
nearest neighbour interactions affected the SFE. Since faulting does

affect nr¡nbers of other nearest neighbous the SFE is then not necessarily.:
zero when the free energy is zero. This is borne out by rnarry instances
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of non zero (althor.rgh 1or^r) values of SFE arising in experimental wofk

where SFE vs. alloying content cur:ves have been extrapolated to a phase.

drange corçosition. This is further borne out in the simplified theory

of SFE decrease ùre to alloying. Qualitafively, addition of a solute of

higher valency adds nore free electrons to a metal, which increases the

density of states at the Fermi surfacer, corresponding to the decrease in

SFE. Ttris expands the surface rmtil it touches the Brillouin zone, where-

upon the energlf can be redr:ced by a phase change, corresponding to a zero

SFE. This relatively simple concept of the reLation between SFE and free

electrons has indeed shornrn up well in nnny studies on the faulting proba-

bility in monovalent noble metal-higher valenq¡ solute systems, €.9.

Davies and Cahn103 ot Gallagher's tevi"w37. For that matter tJre reverse.,

or an increase in SFE bv addition of a lou,-er valency solute. has been

indicated for Pb,Tl 
"uoyr104.

tlnfortunately the situation is not always as simple. For

polylralent netals the nultiplicity of Brillouin zones leads to a very

complex Ferm:i surface. Since it is the long range interactions which

affect the SFE (faulting affects only third, and higþer, nearest neighbour

distances and nunrbers), the SFE is likely to be fairly dependent upon the

exact (and difficult.-to-determine) shape of the Fermi surface, as has bee4

suggestedlO4'lOs. Sinilarly, Gallagher's revi"r37 irrdicates that the effect

of nultivalent solutes is not as nredictable as the case where a clear-cut

difference exists between solvent and solute. ïlhen solvent and solute are

of roughly the same valency the effect of alloying o¡ the SFE nay be 4

substantial decrease (Ni-Co alloys)106, * increase (Co-Fe 
"uoys)107,

non-exis.tent (Ag-lvftr and Cú-lrtr al1oys) 37 , o, a si-nple monotonic variation

bebveen the pure netal SFEts (inter-noble netal auoys¡36c. Thus
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allq¡ing can only be qualitatively pred"icted, as the Fermi surface-

Brillouin zone model would indicate.

. At this point, a distinction should be made between the

absolute or equilibriurn SFE (dependent on the electronic contributions)

a¡rd the apparent or dynamic,SFE (dependent on the dislocation spacing).

Ttre former is. the main concern of the theoretical studies while tþe latter
is of prirne inportance for any prqperty dependent on the partials spacing,

whic! is the conceïn of practicalby all the work previously mentioned.

in the various methods for SFE deterninations. It is this apparent SFE

which can show a narked temperature dependence or a rnarked variation at

a given al-l:oy content. The alloying effect can lead to non-equilibriun

configurations and a Íuc,h greater initial dec:..ease in SFE than that pre-

dicted by the gradual decrease of the free electron theory. As long

as an absolute vaiue is not of prine concem, this is not too inportant.

rt does give rise, however, to one of the najor failings of the extra-

polation ,technique ,in that the sFE vs. alloying content cun¡e quite

often rises sloruly with decreasing alloy content and then suddenly

bends u¡nvards at the 1or^¡est content, naking the pure metal extrapolation

very difficult. of course the accurary is also dependent on the re-

liability of the nethod. used. to detennine the values for the various com-

positio¡rs. Nonetheless, this sti1l remains one of the best checks for
a pure netal SFE value as determined by some other nethod.

2.4 APPLIC4T-:q0¡,I TO HCP METAIS

Given the variety of ways that the SFE can be calculated, it
is perhaps not too surprising that a large degree of variance should be

obsen¡ed in the nany determinations, although sone portion would undoubtedly
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be dre to relatively crud.e early studies. This is indicated in Tables

2-6 for the conrnon FCC rnetals, prirnarily compi-led from Gallagherrs
,q\/

recent revierv"', and in Table 7 for sone HCP metals. It is innnediately

apparent that the results for tåe HCP metals are fewer a¡rd. more variable. 
,,

The nai¡ reason for this could be the difficulty of applying the various

nethods to HCP metals. Because of the very nature of the lattice,

rrn.r1tip1eintersectings1ipp1arres,asinFCCrneta1s,donotrea11yoccur'

therefore faulted tetrahedra canr.rot be forned. For similar ï'easons the :

present texture and dipole theories carmot be applied to HCP metals. ::

To the best of the authorrs knowledge, fault pairs have not been observed

in HCP metals. The twin bor¡rdary and t, nethods cannot be regarded as

trusü,rrorthy, the one for theoretical and the other for, practical reasons.

The relatively trrtried nethoùs, grain boundar,v intersection, critical

theoretical work æd/or e4perinental verification. Eliminating all these

as prime possibilities, only the approximate estirnatiorl fro* tJre temperature

and strain rate sensitivity of the prisrnatic slip CRSS renai¡s in the
.1 l'

indirect category (urtress a better correlation can be found from X-ray .-'1

data). Sinilarty onty the node, ribbon and loop annealing methods remain

in the direct catêgory. Even with this drastic linitation on the nurber

of ctroices, there should be no re¿rson why, folloruing a procedure to be

shortly stated, these rnethods could not be utilized to furnish at least one ,.,,':4..'

:-

estimation for the SFE. In short, it would. appear that lack of accurate

studies, not lack of methods, is the prirnary reason for the scarcity and

r¡rreliability of nany SFE values for HCP metals.
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TJ\BIE 2

$TACKING FAI'LT ENERGY OF SIL\ER

SFE(ergs/cmZ) REFERENCË

node 27 Loretto et al, 1964 (108)

20 ! 7' Gallagher, L964 (109)
?1 q t 3.5 Gallagher and l4lashburn, 1966 (57)

27 ! 7 Wilkens et a1 , L966 (1-L0)

22.8 ! 4 Ruff and lves, L967 (11-1)

LT - 32 Clarebrough et al, L967 í].Z)
:: L7 t 3 Gallagher, 1968 (77)

L9.6 ! 2.3 Gallagher and Liu, 1969 (69)

12 43 Seeger et al, 1959 (73)
J

29 Berner, 1960 (113)

>30 Thornton et al, 1962 (31)

. 40 Buhler and Lucke, 19ó4 (114)

L5 t 3 Ærlers, 1965 (L1-5)

65 t I Ær1ers and Haasen, 1965 (1-1-6)

tetrahedra <43 Seeger, 7964 (lr1,7)

7.5 t 1 Loretto et a1,'1965 (42)

L7 ! 4 Jossang and Hirth, 1966 (45)

15 Ht¡nble et al, 1966 (47) 
.ì.

2L ! 6 llaussennann and Wilkens, 1966 (1f-8) ,,'dipole
30.7 Steeds, L967 (61)

no4r:nJ.ized X-ray data 24 tfu et al, 196L (11-9)

18 r 3.5 ûfte, Lg67 (70)

fault-pair 30 Gallagher and üiashburn, 1-966 (57)

"j creep data 26<35<58 Thornton and Hirsch, 1958 (82)
:', .! stress for rnechanical 2L Suzr:ki a¡rd Barrett, 1958 (120)

twirming
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TABLE 3

STACKING FAULT ENERGY OF COPPER

iFE(ergs/cmz) REFERENCE

,, rS 170 Seeger et a1, 1959 (73)

L02 - 165 Flaasen and King, 1960 (12L)

t63 Berner, 1960 (11-3)

>170 Thornton et a1, 1962 (31)

50 t 6 Peissker, L965 (122)
: twin bourdary 40 Fulhnan, L951 (93)

40 Seeger and Schock, 1953 (L24)

24 Irynan and Khan, l-961- (125)

70 Valenzuela, 1965 (96)

tetrahedra 78 Loretto et al, 1965 (42)

73 t 15 Jossang and Hirth, !966 (45)

59 mmble et a1, 1966 (47)

dipole 59 Flausserïurnn and Wilkens, 1966 (1-18)

' 150 t 30 Steeds, L967 (61)

94 Pande, L970 (62.)

extrapolation (node) 48 t 10 Gallagher and Liu, 1969 (69)

70 Nordstrom and Barrett, 1969 (L26)

, grain boundary 46 Peterson and Queeney, 1969 (51)

,, nornøLj-zed X-ray data 70 t 15 Otte, 1967 (70)

crieep data ,40 Thornton and Flirsch, L958 (82)

stress for mechanical 33 Blewitt et a1, I9ST (LZT)

twinning
r, I theoretical- 40 l(rasko et al , 7970 (1-0L)

' 't'. 50 Jossang, 1967 (9g)



TABLE 4

STACKING. FAULT ENERGY OF GOLD

- : -.:l.. ... ', ,-:- -" ¡-::.r -:'- -:.:::i.

REFERENCE

Czjzek et al, t96z (44)

Seeger, 1-964 (1-1-7)

Loretto et al, l-965 (42)

Jossang and Hirth, 1966 (45)

Hr¡¡b1e et a1, L9ó6 (47)

Seeger et a1, 1959 (73)

Berner, 1-960 (11-5)

Ahlers and Flaasen, 1965 (116)

Flaussermarm and ltlilkens, L966 (11.8)

Steeds, tg67 (6L)

Dillamore et a1, 1964 (89)

Gallagher and Liu, 1969 (69)

Thornton and Hirsch, 1958 (82)

Suzriki and Barrett, L958 (L20)

50

tetrahedra

dipole

telcture
extrapolation (node)

creep ðata'
stress for nechanical

tr^rimi¡rg

SFE(ergs/cmZ)

16

LZ

s6

s5Í11
45

30

10

15r19
4?,

61

45

42!5
24<33<47

30

ts

,1
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TABTE 5

STACKING FATJLT ENERGY OT NTUTNIff

METHOD
7

SFE(ergs/crn') REFERENCE

loop armeali¡g 210 frannan and Thomas, 1966 (128)

200 Clarebrough et a1, 1967 (]-LZ)

L35 ! 20 Dobson et al, Lg67 (12g)

110 Tartour and lVashburn, 1968 (130)

twin bourdary 200 Fulhnan, 195L (93)

200 Seeger and Schock, l-953 (17.4)

,3 770 - 230 Seeger et a1, 1959 (73)

238 Berner, L960 (1-1-3)

texture >150 Dillanore et al, L964 (89)

creep data >200 Thornton and Hirsch, 1958 (82)

theoretical 260 Krasko et a1, 1970 (101)

TABLË 6

STACKING FAIJLT ENERGY OF NICKEL

METHOD

,3

dipole
elctrâpoJ-ation (tetra: , L6A

hedra)

extrapolation (node 240

Srn(ergs/cmZ) REFERENG

2.2\Cu Haasen, 1958 (131)

4L0

300

300

185

Seeger et al, 1959 (73)

Berner, 1960 (1-L3)

lvfader, L963 (32)

Flaussermarur and Wilkens, 1-966 (118)

Flunble et al, 1966 (46)

Beeston et al, 1968 (1-06)

I 1,. and texture)
, creep data 64<95<140 Thornton and Flirsch, 1958 (82)
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TABLE 7

STACKING FAIJLT ENERGIES OF HCP METALS

METIIOD
')SFE(éres/crn'ì REFERENCE

Berylliun
extrapolation (node) 155 Saulnier, L963 (132)

theoretical 225 Drcharme, L970 (100)

Cadmitrn

electronic and defor- 200 - 400 Seeger, L955 (1-33)

nation data

creep data

theoretical

Cobalt'
creep data
node

Thornton and Hirsch, 1958 (82)

Price, 1-963 (134)

12 Ducha::me, 1970 (l-00)

26 ! L0 Thomton and Hirsch, 1958 (82)

51 t 5 Ericsson, 1-966 (1-99)

lvlagnesiun

electronic and defor- 200 - 400 Seeger, L955 (133)

,', mation data

basal CRSS theory .,60 Seeger, 196'3 (135)

rS . 40 Bocek et aI, 7964 (79)

prisrnatic CRSS theory high, > Ti q Zr Ahlers, 1970 (71)
,,,r loop annealing 280 t 100 Harris and l4asters, L966 (L36)
' 't 

:. L25 ! 25 Hales et a1, 1968 (137)

t}Z : teighLy, Jr., 1970 (166)

theoretical 8.7 D;charme, 1970 (L00)

>Lso (8ooK)

fron presence of <30

dislocation ribbons

rS 1-00 Bocek et a1, 7964 (80)

loop annealing ZOS t SO lVestmacott, !g70 (L67)
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')SFE(ergs/qn') REFERENffi

Titani.um

FIæ-FCC t:ra¡rsfo:r'mation 1.0 Spreadborough, 1958 (l_g8)

prisnatic CRSS theory high, saûþ as Zr Ahlers , Lg70 (7L)

Zinc
êlectronic'and defor- 200 - 400 Seeger, 1955 (133)

mation data

creep ðata >250 (800K) Thornton and Hirsch, 1958 (82)

from presence of <30 Price, 1963 (134)

dislocation ribbons
tS t34 Lukac and Svaboda, 1965 (81)

loop arurealing 300 I 150 Harris and lr4asters, 1966 (L36)

290, 220, 230 Dobson and Snal1man, L966 (1-39)

1-40 llales et al, L968 (137)

theoretical 96 Krasko et a1, t970 (101)

Zirconir:rn

METHON

ribbon
creep data
prismat-ic CRSS theory high, s¿rme as Ti Ahlers , Lg70 (71)
theoretical 250

Roy, 1963 (1-40)

Ranaswami and Craig, 1967 (83)

Ranaswami and Craig, 1967 (83)

>65

2s0
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2.5 GENERAT REI\4ARKS

At the risk. of being repetitions, there are a number of

relevant points that apply to the usage of the various methods for any

mêtal or. alloy.

Some are theoretically suspect (texture, twin bor:ndary), while

others (deformation, loop annealing) are greatly dependent on the

authenticity of ttreir rate-controlling nectranisms. The various "minor"

rnettrods need a good deal more clarification, while the more comnon

approaches (t3, dipole) have shor,,rn such a wide range of values for the

same metal as to nake their acslracy difficult to judge. The theoretical

estinations are veqr dependent on the assr¡pd model for displacement

effects on interatonic forces, and the extrapolation tecfrrique, is, of

course, depend.ent on tlte methods utilized in it. Even the most accurate

calcrrlations (node, ç¿1¡ff-pair, ribbon) are linited by their applicability

range.Mostofthedirectnethoc1scarrbehind.ered'bythedifficu1ty

of creating the necessary d.efects (loop arurealing, tetrahedra, fault-
pair, dipole, grain bor-rrdary intersection). The indirect methods are

naturally often criticized because of their usual measurement of a
parameter that can often be influenced by several factors, of whictr SFE

is only one, thus its "relative weight" may be difficr¡lt to detennine.

Finally, there are a ntrnber of points that bear rnentioning

because of their general applicability" Sone examples are i

1) accurate measurement of the necessaïy d.imenSion or parameter, i.e.
application of all possible correction factors, such as for

inclination to the electron beam of a node, loop, tetrahedron, etc.

54
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..:.
2): tÌre trikelihood that eïrors can incrèase greatly as measurements

becone finer, e.g. taking dis.location image widths into account

when fitting circles to snall ,rod"rs8.

3) importance of specirnen purity for most rnethods, or at least some

awareness of possible impurity ef,'fects.

4) the neces.sity of a reasonable nunber of measurements &le to the

' cormnonplace large variation in defect síze.

5) the careful estination of an error r¿mge, e.g. a value of

135 t10 .tgs¡øn? is a good deal more valuable than one of

150 1100 ergs¡ørr?.

6) measurement of a defect in a stress free region of the foil is

desirable (e.g. reagonably far fron the foil surface) although

probably the nost difficult requirement to obtain.

From the above and fron Tables 2-7 one point becornes quite

evident, thàt of the individuality of each work. That is, there is no

t'best" method per se, thr¡s the task is to determine ttre best nrethod for

arly gi-ven:metal or alloy. fn conclusion then, this might possibly be

achieved as follows;

a) Elininate those methods that ca¡rrot be r:sed.

b) If possible, estimate the approxinate range that the SFE lies in
(high, mediul, lorr,r) fron such sources as X-ray data, work hardening

, behaviour or dislocation stnrcture¡ e.g. low SFE tends to co-planar
'!"' arrays while high tends to a cell stnrcture

c). Choose the nost reliable nethod in this range, preferably a direct

*..

d) If time and equipnent are available, choose one or tr,¡o otlrer rnethods,

\ :.,;
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possibly a mi¡or one, to be r:sed either in conjtnction with the

main mettrod or as a check on it.
e) Be arvare of the shortcomings of each method, either to discount

them or possibly correct for them.

Good exanples of this tpe of work arb Beeston et .1tr106 conbination

of node, tetrahedra and texture data for an extrapolative value of Ni SFE,

Gallagher a¡rd Liuts69 *" of node, ta, X-raI and texture rnetåods on Ag

altq¡s, or Tìscn"trl07 use of node, fault-pair and tetrahedra.tecluriques'

on Co-Fe allcys.
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3. APPLICATION TO AIPHA ZIRMNIUM

3.1 PRE\IIOUS WORK

As is evident fron Table 7, the estimations for Zr SFE are few

and, even more important, somewhat lacking irt accuraq¡. Royts rotk140 :

ï¡as on aZr altoy (ZircaLoy-Z) and while it ca¡r be said that the SFE

ofpureZ¡isr¡rdoubted1yhigher,jt¡sthowmuchhigherisdifficu1tto

say. It would seem a little inplausible, however, that the relatively :

sna11 alloying additions in Zircaloy-Z should lc¡r^¡er the SFE by a factor

of nearly 4, 6 the other results would indicate. As already noted,

tfre creek data calculations of Ranaswani and Craig8s, b"rud on Thornton

and ttrirsch's work82, are sr:bject to several inaccuracies, while their

theoretical calculations, based on Chours theory of extended'distrocation
1^1

ruidth'*l, are beset by nrany of the'problems conmon to all theoretical

determinations. Tne s¿rme sense of vagueness applies to the defonnation

data.--, If indeed Zr SFE is less than that of Mg, the nost accurate

value of lr{g SFE (125 .rgs¡*rZ - loop armealing) would indicate that Zr ','

ilight even 1ie in tJle nediurn SFE range. This is contradicted by the nature ,,

of the dislocation st¡bstnrcture in deforned. Zr (e.g. easy tangling) and

the absence of faults in any electron microscope studies

Lele and Ananth^t^^url42 fot¡rd cr, the deformation fault probability,

to be negligible in Zr (as did Mogard and. Averbr.tl4s) and slightly greater :'

in Ti ,(0.008), while Krishnan144.*luded ttrat a in both was 0.002 and

B (Slohrth fault probability)was 0.013.
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All that can be concluded fro¡n the above is that the Zr SFE

is high and close to that, of Ti, although here again diffierlty arises

in view of Spreadboroughrs Ti SFE estinationl3S and his obseryation of

profi:se faulting in that metal. Thus there is a d.efinite need for a

reasonably accurate, quantitative deternination of Zr SFE. This is

somewhat lirnited by the aforementioned restrictions on HCP metals, but,

if vacanq¡ loops could be created in Zr, the loop armealing nethod could

fi1'1thesereQuirenents,especia11yinviewofitse>úens.iveuseon

other high SFE metals such as 41, Mg and Zn. To gain a better insight

i¡to ttris relatively new method, a good understanding of loop formation,

while perhaps not essential, would be very he1pfu1.

3.2 VACAI{CY LOOP FORMATIO\

'Since 
the locp annealing nethod requires the presence of both

faulted and prismatic 1oops, this discussion will be lirnited to those

loops forred by rapid quenching rather than by.dislocation interactions.

There exists at any temperature., an equilibritun concentration

of vacant lattice sites, or vacanciesrgiven by;

V, = nrÂ{.= exp Sv/k exp(-Ef1lK[.) = exp (-Eflll{I) . . . . . . (3.1)

where Sv = entropy of, formati.on for a vacanqf

En = energy of formation for a vacanqf = 1 electron

volt145

Sirnilarly, the concentration of di-vaca¡rcies is;

YZ = I/2'Z exp(-2EfIlKI) eryB/kT . .

where B = di-vacanq¡ binding eneïgy = 0.3 e.v.

Z = co:ordination no. in ttre perfect lattice

'.: -l
t ...- .
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Subs'titution of the approximate energy values gives

Yr= L/2ZexP(-1.7/kT) ...(.3.3)

Thus V, increases as T increases. It can also be seen thatVrlf, also

increases with T,

VZN'=I/22 exp(-L/kT)exp(+a.3/1{) = L/2 Z exp(-g.7/kT). . .(3.4)

as experinentally for¡rd by Koehlet et a1146.
1^C

It has been shor,m'=" that binding energies increase with increasing ':::

nr.rnber of vacancies in the configuration, i.e. ttrey are increasingly more ,,.,i

stable. Results have also shown that the migration energlf, i.e. rnobilityn
1/ll-varies inversely with the bindi¡g energr. Studies^-" have determined

that the tri-vacanqf musq dissociate to move, thus it combines 1ow mobility

I w'ith relatively high stability and can therefore be thought of as the

i srnallest cluster for void formation

I . Given.then, the large degree of strpersaturation of vacancies r

:

produced by a rapid quenctr from near the rnelting point to room temperattre;

or thereabouts (Vl = 10-4 vs. V1 = LO-?\, a quaLitative picture of what

occurs during the quenctr would be similar to that proposed by Panseri

and Federighi147. As already shor^rn, near the melting point, a large

nt¡nber of di-vacancies will be present along with the mono-vacancies. Being

highly mobile and reasonably stable, as the quenching begins a significant

"l portion.will last long enough to encounter another vacanqf, forming the
.':: -: i-._

I '.: tri-vacanq¡. As the tenperature is dropping, vacanqf rnobility is being

reduced ,and the drances of a monovac¿lnqr reactring a tri-vacancy (or

larger cluster) before it diffuses to.a sink (foi1 surface, grain boundary,

etc.) correspondingly increase. Tht¡s'the clusters grol^I.
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if the quench terlperature'is reù¡ced, to, say 0.8 m.p.r,

tlre vacar-rqf, and di-vacanq¡ concentration will be greatly reduced. and the

cl¡stering time l^rill be higher. Thr.rs the relative proportion of chrsters

to vacancies and di-vacancies will be greatly reù¡ced.

R¡rther redr:ction of the qrrenching teqoerature to, say, 0.65 rn.p;,

reduces the probability of clustering to nearly zero. The d.i-vacancy

concentïati-on itself is very snall ùre to bottr decreased nr¡nber and

nobility of singfe vacancies, so that almost all the queached-i¡ defects

are monovacancies

Ttrere are a multitude of reasons why this is only a qualitative,

picture. The formation, binding and. migration energies of the mono-, di-

and tri-vacancies ate not all lsroum to a high degree of accurary, rvhile

those for higher order .i*a"t are almost who11y r-mlgrorvn. ïhe for-

mation of clusters or, for ttrat matter, even the concentTation of re-

tained monovacancies depends greatly on the sink density and distribution,

no easy parameterto evaluate. Further complicating the picture nay be

dislocations'proö:ced by quenching stresses, or quench-induced phase

transformations, rnihich can act as both sources and sinks of vacancies

(to be discussed later). Finally, there are always some amowrt of

furpuri.ties present tJrat nay be able to form irpurity-\racanqr corplexes. .

The binding energlf of these conplexes depends on bottr the size and electro-

static drarge of the imprrrity atom. Impurities larger than the matrix

atons will tend to form conplexes with vacancies while smaller ones will
tend to form corçrlexes with interstitials (if present). The electrostatic

binding depends on the excess i.onic charge of the impurity, Z, anð.the

1argerZisthe1argeristheCou1ombicrepu1siveforcebetlueen.the

irprrity and surrounding atons, thus ttre easier it is to remove one of

:1.i:::i:.i:



natrix atoms. Since several impurities of varying sizes and concentra-

tions are usually present, the sitr¡ation becomes quite complex. Indeed,

depending on such things as relative sizes, binding energy and type of

. lattice, some complexes nay be reasonably rnobile and these irnpurities

(and their vacancies) travel to sinksl Other complexes rnay be so mrdt

slower than si,ngle vacancies that the probability of their neeting and

growing before they reach a sink is fairly high. Thps they may be re-

garde{, to some extent, as nucleating agents for higher order vacangf

clusters¡ An example of a "fast'r complex is Mg in Rt148 while a slorn¡ one

is Cu in Ni149. 'If enough impurities weïe present, all of the vacancy

st4lersaturation of roughly 10-4 could. be used up to fonn conplexes since

tåis would only corresporùd to 100 ppn impurities (impurities that would

form complexes)

As ttrese clusters grow in size during the quench and upon

subsequent agei'ng, one of three things will,happen to.thern:

1) they will rennin as rough.ly spherical voids of varying sizes

2) they will collapse to form dislocation loops I i

3) they will fonn tetrahedral defects (in FCC at least)

Ttre second result is the one of interest here and was extensively analysed

by tJre Wilsd.orfs in 1960150, who analysed vacancy condensation in A1 fron

three poínts of view:
"' 1) whether oï,rot cluster formation was necessary for loop formation
' 2) the nodes, i.e. habit planes, of condensation

3) a nechanism for the cluster-loop transition

Calculating the energies of vaiious loops fron,

E = Llz cuzn/r-v (1n R/b + s/s)

lúrere R, the loop radius, is obtained fron

61
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the nr¡nber of vacancies in the



loo-p, it appeared that the plane of closest packing appeared to be

favored for loop formation. That is, the lowest energf configuration was

the faulted (Frank) loop, caused by örect collapse of a single layer

of vacancies on a {111} plane. Perfect (prisnatic) i111} 1oops, on the

other hand, had a higher energy than dotrblç layer condensation on a

{110} plane, but it is possible that rnany of the perfect loops t}rat are

e4perinentally obsewed result from nucleation of a Shockley partial on

tlre Frank loops. The plots of loop energy/vacanqr vs. the nr¡nber of

vacancies are schematically shown in Fig. 12, aLongwith the plot for

a void, given by

E/n = n-L/s 4 ry (sa3/L6 Tr)2/3

where y = void surface energy

(3.6)

a = lattice constant

There are three ways to determine the minfunrn ntrrber of vacancies

necessary for loop fornation. One is that the energr/vacartq must be

less than that f,or a single vacanqf , thus the ninim.un nurber for eadr

configuration is given by the intersection of its cuwe and the 0.76 e.v.

re graph of Fig. L?,. These :'''

ninina nay also be $iven by the intersections with the void energlf curve, ,.

curve 0, (shown apprgxinated by a tangent at 1or^¡er values). Fina11y,

there is the straightfonarard, geornetrical metfrod of calculating, for each

.configuration, ttre nmber of vacancies in the smallest possible loop,
' 'f "

i.ê. r one in which the dislocation cores on opposite sides do not overlap.

All three of these indicate that even the slnallest minima (cuwe A) is

I of the order of 10-20 vacancies, ffid for the others, rises drastically.

In other words, vacancies will meet and clrster in three-djmensional

I
¡
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aggregates to at least some degree before it is energetically favorable

for them to collapse and form a 1oop"

Tt.ro qualitative mechanisms have been discussed for the cluster-

to a uniaxial conpressive stress, stilntty deforming the cluster into a

rotational ellipsoid" This introduces a stress cöReéiî.tÎâtion at the cir-

cunference, causing vacanqr diffr¡sion from the stress-free poles, which ,':':::: .'.::::.:,. 
.-,,,:.,,

. . :._: :::

thick. This then collapses into a loop. A nore realistic picture rnight 'i' ' .

be to have the void bor.rnded by {111} planes. Then, along the lines of 
i

anecharrisnsini1arto,butmorecomp1ext}r¿rr,theoneabove,opposingfaces

I of the void would ft¡se tógether as they collapsed, forming a series of

, concentric loops on the ifffi piane which irnnediately nove apart r¡r<ier

: mutual repulsion. The smaller loops evaporate rapidly and are condensed 
i

ihto.the larger ones; leaving as an end result, only one large loóp or :

l

. possibly a pair. Even though these loops nay still be unstable with

: respect to a void, they will renain and grow as loops because of an (unlcnor,un) ,.,.:.::,:,:.:.:
.: : ::..:.,.j,,:.:

activation energr barrier to reconvert then to voids. This type of : :.. .

' :. .: : :.1..' ::.. _..

mechanisrn would reconcile the experimental results with the above energlf ::':''r 
"t¡"¡ :

eurves since almost á11 loops and loop pairs (cuwes A, B and C) will 1ie

on' {111} planes, as is for.rrd experimentaLly, even though energy con-

frequent.
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A more recent analysis by Dohknetlsl irrdicates that an aggregate

of only 7 vacancies on a {111} plane in Cu is stable as a loop. Thus

this night be the nucleating size for loop growth as the tri-vacanq¡

is thought to be for cluster growth. Dohhrer also studied the inter-

action of nearby vacancies with this ioop and found thern to be increasingly

more bound to'the loop within a radius of 3 interatonic spae-ings'around

the dislocation bounding the loop. Thus the troop grov,rth is not by a

r¿mdom striking process. He further d.iscovered that the vacanq¡ movement

tov,rards the loop was directionally favored to head towards the plane of

the loop, i.e. even vacancies directly under the loop would first rnigrate

alrray frorn it, then up into the plane of the loop and into the loop itself.

This might be qualitatively explained as the vacancies tending to pass

into the corïpressed region arouid the extra half planc of thc dislocation

rather than migrate into an already extended.,region. OJ:antitatively,

Dohlarer derived the activation energy for loop growth as 0.8E, (rnieration

energy of a monovacanqf far away fron the loop) vs. 1.2Em as the activa-

tion energy for loop shrinkage

There are nany other points that could be discussed: whether

or not there is an activation energlr for the void collapse or, what other

factors besides energy considerations can have a¡r effect on either the

void-loop transition or the condensation plane. However this simplified

approach does point out the necessity of the clustering process and

explains to some extent just why the loops appear where they do and why

they grow.
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3.2.I HC" VACAI{CY CONDENSATION

D¡e to the nature of the stacking sequence of HCP netals, the

loop formation process is more complex than that for FCC metals. In HCP

netals, condehsation of a disc of vacancies results in two A or B atoms

directly above one anottrer. This can be obviated in two ways:

1) part of the layer above the loop (and only that layer) can collapse

as shou¡n in Fig. 13a, i.e. there are three violations of the stacking

sequence, with a oS type bornding partial (c/2[0001]), using

Berghezant s bipyramidal notationlsz.

2) a collapse and shifting of all layers above the locp as in Fig. 13b ,

i.e. only one violation of the stacking sequence with a¡r A.S

(L/6Í20231) type bor.rrding partial (not perfect as occurs in the FCC

i lattice with a collapse and a str-ift) resulting from the reaction of

i a¡r So Frank and a oA Shockley (a/3[10Î0]).

(1) is a 1o¡¡er energy dislocation but (2) is a lc¡r,'rer energ)r

I fault so that, barring other factors, *" tendency for one type to pre-

. doninate arises from an energlr analysis:

(3.9)

Er=1/8(GR-y)cz lnR/Ro*3nR2y. .. o o o...... . (3.7) ,"'

E,Z= I/4cR tl/Saz + t/l-v çt/SaZ) + t/ZcZI tn R/Ro * nRzy. . . (3.8)

taking cZ = 8/3a'i, = t/3:, Yr< E, for a critical radius

c-?". R. ì 7.8"y Ga' ln R/Ro

',: Using typical values f.or ZnI52 ,
.o

R =5x'10-oc¡no
-6R =5x10"cm

- 11 2G =4x10^^dyne/on-
-e, a =2.66 x10"cm
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so that for y = 50 ergs /^2, Rc t 100 R will favor

SFE, R^ will be even sma1ler. Thus the low energ¡

all but the smallest loops and Ior¡'rest SFErs.

(2) and for higher

fault is favored for

for con-

i.e. two

of

a. meta1, it rnight be tenpting

dimensions, as per extended

is not the case a¡rd it appears
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A less likely but nonetJreless possible occurrence is

densatio¡ to take place on two adjacent plerres as in Fig" 13c,

adjoining loops with a partial dislocation separating the areas

d.ifferent stacking.

It Íright be thought that two layers of, vacancies could condens,e,

to give a prismatic loop as in Fig. 13d, however, due to energy con-

siderations this ST tfpe dislocation would alrnost irrnediately dissociate

into an SA and an AT dislocation with an attendant decrease in energy,

shown i-n Fig. 13e, i.e. an ar¡nulus of 1ow energr fault bounded. by two

partials.. Ttn¡s it is trrlikely to have very rnany prisnatic loops initially
formed. However, foil heating or ageing can often result in loop shrinkage

(or grornrth), with the inner loop shrinking at a slower rate than ttre outer

one. Thus the fault is gradually elininated and the two partials then

corbine to form a prismatic loop of Burgers vector ST or SA/TB (depending

on the signs of the initial partiaLs). The'prisrnatic loop may also

shrink, but at a different rate since there :., ,ro fault energlf to con-

sider" This difference in shrinkage (or gror^rth) of faulted and prismatic

loops forms ttre basis of the loop ar¡nealing method of SFE determination.

3.3 I,æP AI{NEALING METHOD

to expect

nodes or

If faulted loops are present in

to obtain SFE values from their

fault-pairs. Llnfortwrately this
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that loop size is governed solely by the manner in r,rñich the vacancies

aggregate, which, in turn, is determined prirnarily by quenching temperature,

quench rate, ageing procedure and metal purity.

It seems unlikely that large faulted loops could remain stable

in high SFE rnetals since the added energf due to the fault would appear

sufficient to nucleate a Shockley partial rvhich would sweep the loop

and convert it to a prismatic one. Neglecting external stres'ses or

thermal fluctuations, the necessary stress has been estimated at

G/30153 - G/10159. This leads to a.value of SFE of arotrrd. IS0'ergs/ønT,

above which, only perfect loops are stable, thus only faulted loops have

been for.¡nd. in 1ow SFE Au or Cu while both are fornd in high SFE 41, with

perfect being easier to obtain. However, if a loop energy criterion is

used154, i.e. equating the energies of the Frank and. prisnatic config-

urations, m Vpper lirnit of SFE of 40 erys/sf is calculated for the

, snaLlest loops (100 8). This apparent anomoly can be resolved by.con- 
.

sideration of an activati-on energr barrier to the Shockley nucleation

Calculations taking this into acco,ntlss give an upper 1funit for SFE of

,t aUout 200 ergs/ørrz up to which faulted loops of several thousand Angstroms ',i:,:;¡,;',;,il

,.diameteraremetastab1ewithrespecttoprismatic1oops
.I.

" . 
-....:"

apply to HCP metals since, as already seen, Shockley nucleation sti1l
": Leaves a faulted loop with an SA type partial dislocation.

,,a..,.,..,. 
--

?Ê t .l < : :''' ':'. If, however, the loops are heated to the point where the vacancies "'::

in then are sufficiently thermally activated to diffuse away from the

Loop, the rate of shrinkage would be governed by the total energf of the

loop, which includ.es the SFE.
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The original theory for this nethod rr¡as laid dcrwn by Silcox

and lVhe1an156. Studying the a¡nealing rates of prisnatic loops in

quenched Alrthey utilized the earlier work of Friede1157 
"ho 

determined

the clfunb velocity of a dislocation due to vacancy diffusion, in terms ',',
:_1::t.;:1:::;.

of the movement of jogs, ffii

Zvb
U. = ffi- exp{€¡ * En)/tr}{exp1r.U2¡tr¡ - erp(Frb''/Ur)}. (3.11)

.r,¡trere 
I = atomic co-ordination ntrnber of the lattice ì ; ''

vj = atomic frequeng¡ = 1013cps ,1i1,.''',.''
:. .__ :ar

V = angle between Burgers vector, b, and the dislocation line

Er = energy of formation of a vacanqr and E- = the activation1',m
energy for movement of a vacancy

F- = force due to arry applied stress and due to the stress
c

fields of other segments of dislocations.

F = force due to the ctrenical stress resulting from arry-s

deviation in the vacÉmcy concentration fron the

equilibritrn value. 
t7:....;..:

Ilre physical interpretation of this equation would be that of a r.urit jog \,t,'::,.',:.,,',;i

, j , ,,
(height b) on the extra half plane of the dislocation ernitting vacancies .:l:, 

,

r¡rder the influence of F¡ and moving so as to shrink the ioop, while F,

would tend to recornbine vacancies with the jog, thus the expanding loop

. The ctrinb rate of the loop is therefore ,,.,:t,.,.:,;:,

dR/dt=-VaCa...,

where C- is the jog concentration b/x (x = average distance betweenc
jogÐ, Ðd the (-) sign indicates a net shrinkage. A detailed analysis

of a prismatic loop gives a marcim¡n rate of I/7,1c, i.e. C. = I/2, æ4
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this was assumed. to hold for all segments of the Ioop.

It is,evident in equation (3.11) that the important parameters

are the "driving" forces, F. and Fr. The force F, is given by,

F- =kT/bz 7nc¡c^. . . . o o . . . c . . . . . . (S.li),,',,,,,S o .-.:.

where' c and co are respectively the actual and equilibrium vacanqr

concentrations at temperature T. Thus if a large proportion of the'

quenctred.-in vacancies have gone into loop formation and there exists a ,

reasonable sink distribution (especi-ally the free surface in a thin foil), 
l''':

it can be shown that, upon heating, the remaining free vacancies ph:s the '.'''

vacancies emitted by the loops will diffuse to these sinks rapidly enough

so that no super-saturation builds up, i.e. c O .o, and thus F, = 0. This

leads to an "ernission-"control-1ed' mechanisn, i.e. the governing factor

istIrerateatwhichvacanciesarere1ease<ibythe1oop.'v!]henthe

vqcarrcies ca¡utot diffuse a\ray as fast as they are enitted, i.e. F, lTra
"d.iffusion-contro1led." mechanism results, r+hich is currently he1d129 

"o
be the correct one. Hovrever, both thesries give,¡ate equations differing

nainly in pre-e:ponential constants and not'in the rate-controlling portion,

tlus, in view of the. other t¡¡rcertainties and assr.unptions made in both,

it is necessary to develop both to clearly establish a preference for

eith.er one,. Therefoíe, sr:bstituting F, = 0 i¡ (3..11) ,

-CZvb
dR/¿¿ = -c,a e}p (-u¿lkT)(exp Fcb¿lkT - 1) . . . . . . (s.14)

where Ud = Ef I E* = activation energy for self-diffi¡sion and Frank158

gives F. = 
"#* 

h R/Ro

For a faulted 1oop, the SFE must be aftded, a¡rd the resulting energlf is159
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E = Gb-R/z(l-v) tn R/Ro +

By differentiating with respect to

". t= 1t=-T {n-o¿Uln(1 +

f .. C exp yB'/kT

i.e. a straight line graph valid over nearly

in which tJre only r¡rlanor,un in the slope is y,

loop,

tnR'y...

R a¡rd uq,r"tirrg tt "

ar.i.:::::.:¡.;.:.:-i;.:i;::;:::."lili:r:;:'::

;;-";,, r.' 
' (3'rs)

--. I :.. -i ..:: -:j..:-:: ' ._ _-:_:ì,-lt::;!,::::.::at:j::,::::::.:::,:j":;-:_ì-:_:;.:::.t.:+¡ :¡:r:-lr:,-::t r.":,_. .i':'

7Z

was foturd that the second terrn predoninates for R/b >> 5 (b = Ro)

where

slightly wittr tenperature

in a high sFE material. since R/b is r:sually of the order of several

hudred, the first term in (3.15) can.be neglected and.

dR/dt = c(e)ç ysz /kT - t)
-C.Zv^b

c = ¡r erP (-u¿/kT) = a constant

82 = cross-sectional area.of a vacanq¡ in the close-packed

plane (better approximation than b2 since some relaxation

dR/dt

where

1)-1)

takes place around a vacanqf)

As the loop shrinks, the line tension has more and more effect until
finally it predoninates irr¿ Ur" rate is essentially that of equation (3. 14).

Silcox and. lVhelan discovered that a plot of the reciprocal of,
7

(exp F..b'/kT - 1) vs. R/b gave essentially a straight line, thus
)

exp F.bt/kT could be approximated by a parameter, crb/R + 1, giving

c(exp \82/kT (ab/R +

= a constant, varying

Since elp ynz7tr >> ), (-1) ca¡r be neglected

yields

and integration finatrly

. (3.16)

. (3.17).

R/ab) ]

all loop radii can

Silnilarly, for a

be obtained

perfect

(3.18)
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LDrforturately, the one weak point is the value used for UU.

As pointed. out by saada160, ah" effect of uu in equation (3.17) is severe

since it is of the order of 1 ev vs. 0.1 ev for yBz. îhus even a sna11

elror in U, would cause a large error in y. To overcome this, Dobson andO e ----t
1"O

Smalfune!^"" proposed the now standardized rnethod of comparative annealing

between prismatic and faulted loops, if both are present. The slopes of

the two plots of t vs. the function in brackets in (3.18) and (5.19) will
d^iffer sole1y due to the extra driving force of ttre faulted area as in
Fig. 14a. The ratio of the slopes of (3.18) and (S.19) then gives

S.p

where rft denotes faulted and tpt d.enotes prismatic. Thr.rs both

UU and tJre other r¡rcertain parameter, Cc, are cancelled out. It should be

noted that this type of annealing should apply in principle to faulted

Loops of sr:bstantiaLly different radii. Unforü¡rately, at the large radii
wtreretlrettreoryho1dsbestandthegraphshaveti}re1eastscatter,theSFE

term predoninates so much in even the snaller of the loops that the results

would .be little , íf any, better than those obtained by using single ,,,,,,

measurements and thè best value of UU.
.t.

Finallyr. the question arises of whetl¡er or not Silcox and Whelanf s

original assunption of an enission-controlled mechanism is valid. They

'concluded this by considering two cases of diffirsion. rn the first,
they corsidered a 

.1oop 
of radius R at a distance L between the foil sur- 't"'

faces and the vacancies diffirsing to the surface along the cylinder of the

loop. Calculating ttre fltxes for emission and f,or diffusion control,
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they fourd that the emission mechanisrn controlled arurealing rate if
VL . Cc. The second case considered. a sma1l loop at the center of a

sphere of radius L, with L >> R, i.e. spherical difft¡sion, Ðd they for-rrd

that emission mechanism governed if. Cc < Z. For the first case, wittr loops

of aror.rrd 1000 R in a typical foil of thiclcness about the sane, R/L

will probably be greater than ttre maxirm¡n value of C^ = I/2, indicatingc.
diffusion control. However, the second case indicàtes emission control

jr:st as strongly and the authors concluded that this was the nore like1y

case, i.e. a random distribution of snal1 loops much smaller than the

foil thickness.
./

Aside from the obvious criticism that loops of sizes roughly

equal to the foil thiclaress have often been found,.Seiúnan and Ba1uffi16l

questioned this nodel of the climb process, i.e. that C^ = I/2 and that'
.c

the enission rate per jog is sufficiently fast and correctly given by

(3.I2). They asserted that it is very difficult to speciff the clinb

process at the dislocation core and avoided. this assunption by using an

t'ideal source" dislocation loop in which the fluc across a toroidal envelope

aror¡nd the loop is calculated. Their rather complex analysis led to an

emission-controlled a¡mealing rate roughly ten times greater than tfie

diffusion-controlled rate, indicating t-he diffusion nodel as rate controlling.

Dobson et 
^LL29 

confirmed the diffusion control nechanism

errperimentalLy after coming to the conclusion that the trvo mechanisns have

the same fi:nctional form of rate equation and differ only in the pre-

e4ponential term (as rnentioned earl-ier). This rnakes the difference

between then too sinall to conclude anytJring on solely a theoretical basis.

75
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They then examined three possibilities; a) enission control, b) diffusion

controtr'withR>t(foi1ha1f.thic1cress),andc)diffusioncontro1with

R < t.. They calculated that the pre-exponential terms were SD/b, D/b

anð.ZD/b respectively (D = vaz ery (-UU/1C[)). If, then, the diffusion

nechanism was to be rate controlling, "three e:iperimental obsenrations

should result:.

a) altered rates at different distances frorn the surface

b) the distance from internal sinks should also alter the rate

c) as the loop size decre?*es, the'annealing rate increases, i.e. a

switch frorn the q¡lindrical to the spherical case.

hrith regard to the first point, measurements on a ntmber of

large loops showed a variation in clinb rate of roughly 10 per cent. The

diffusion mechanism, being logarithrnically dependent on depth in the

foil, was for¡nd to a1loru a maxfunrm variation of around 10 per cent for

the depths measured, thus confirming the prediction. Regarding the loop

to sink distaÍrce, it was obsen¡ed that loops lying near dislocations

annealed faster than those lying farther ffiny t and that prismatic loops

near faulted ones acted as si¡ks for the faster shrinking faulted 1oops,

i.e. tJrey arurealed faster than those farther away from the prisnatic

tr-oops. Fina11y, and-.most convincingly, a plot of loop radius vs. tfune

showed a much more rapid decrease at smal1 radii,than predicted by the

ernission-controlled process. In otJrer words, the conplete annealing cun¡e

carurot be described by a single equation, as emission control predicts, i.e.

the slope of (3.18) is not quite linear. The diffusion-controlled model,

through its switdr frorn cylindrical to.spherical diffusion, does furnish

this type of behaviour and is therefore 1ikely to be the rate-controlling

model.
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:

Accepting this mechanism, a good eriperimental application of

ttris nethod would. be that of Hales et aLL37 on Mg, in which the SFE

was calculated frçrn the growth of faulted loops. This growth, rather

tha¡r shrinkage, is generally attributed162,163 to oxidation of Mg atoms

at ttre foil surface, resulting in a wrcancy strper-saturation by which

the loops groh¡. T?re loops, in the form of stacking fault annuli as

described in Sec. 3.2.!, clinb as per Dobson et aitlz9 with

dR/dt = tfrGI (cr,/co - cr/c) . . . . . . . . . r . . . (s.21)

where co = vacanqF concentration at the foil surface maintained by'5

. oxidation

cl_ =. vacancy, concentration in equilibrir¡n with ttre loop

- = co 
"*p 

AF/kT, where co is tJre equilibrir.rn concentration

of 'uacancies and

AF É the free energy change of the defect per vacanq¡.emitted

= ryB?'for the outer and irmer loops respectively

ï'n¡S the tb¡O rates are: 
i.,,,:.,

Wdtoua"" = B#Zr1 (cr/co - exp1nz7ttl . . . . . . . . . (3.22) "'ì.':,

,..,¡ t,t.'

'/ ZnD . , ?.- 
::

dR/dtr*rur= ffi, (cr/co - ery(-yB"/kT)) . . . . . . . . (s.zs)

"j 
Nor,r, for a high SFE, exp(-yBzlkT) .. 1r so that

@dtir.", = ffi, tt/to

As evident, the irmer loop grows at a faster rate than the outer one tntil
ttrey finally combine to form a prismatic 1oop, where it nust be remernbered

(3.?,4)
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,.)
that tv¡o vacancies nust be added to increase the loop area by B-. Thus

dR/dt-

Since these are large growing loops, ú/R << 1 and can be neglected, thrrs

1' -.: : I:i. f
;j.: .:1- ::.t,,

' dn/dtnrismatic = U-fr-'. (cr/co - 1) . . . . o . . . . . (3.26). 
1'

Cønparing (3.247 and (3.26), ttre only urloohrns are .r/.o and nD/B.

SïiE. Or, nanipulation of (3.22), (3.24) and (3.20) yiefds166 j l

dR/dtrr*", - dR/dtouter )
= expyB'/kT. . (3.27)

dRldtinne r' zdR/ dtprisrnati c ll)t/ b sl rnt/ b I
7ff exp(-yB 
t /Ut) is not neglected, it was recently fo*rd16ó ttrat (+1)

I is added .to the RFIS of (3.7,7) and the SFE is decreased by'about 20 per

cent.

If the loops shrinking rather than gror^ring (i.ê. no oxide

filrn fonned), æ added advantage would be the absence of any dor.rbts

. that the vacanq¡ concentration gradient influences the grorrth rate more

,,.,,,, than ttre SFE, since cr/co = l for shrinking loops. Also, the sign of 
:,:: ,,, ì,

?,
fyBo would be reversed so that the outer loop shrinks faster. There would . ,.,.

. , .t.
:: be only two unicrowns, T Dh and yr thus y could be detennined from (3.22) ':.

anð. (3.26) or (5.2S) and (3.26), æd ttre values should be identical.

". From (3.27) above it is obvious that the critical factors are

,,, 't.: ttre annealing rate and temperature. Loop measurements are often difficult i -';,.':'

when they are asymnetri calty shaped and even round loops often do not

, ânneal in a continued circular fashion. In addition, the measuring error

increases ¿rs the loop size decreases. Terperature accuracy in hot stage
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microscopy has been estinated at t 10oC at best156'159'1.36 ,o that the

normal procedure has been to inrnerse the specimen holder !\rith thin foítr

in a carefully controlled bath, resulting in accuracies of t 0.t130 -

0.5oC129. Thus a typical error range is currenthy t 20 pet cent, which

is not r¡nreasonable. Againr .results must be based on a reasonable ntmber

of measurements, as can.* be seen by the scatter in some of the ,trdiurl37.

Fron Table 8, compiling most of the work to date by this method, it is

evident that the conparative tecfurique Leads to a muctr greater accuraqf.
'Ttre major as.surption in this method is that the SFf , through Fc, dcg1

control, at least to a large degree, the shrinkage rate. Clarebrorrgh
11?et a1^*' concluded that, for lower SFE netals suctr as Au and Cu, the jog

nucleation anð,/ot propagation rate could quite possibly exert more of

a controlling influence due to the reduced magnitude of F., thus leading

to erroneously 1ow values. It would be interesting, though, to see hor,.r

loop annealing values for these netals would compare to the established

ones.

It lnight appear that an accurate value of the foil thickness

wolld be required. Hourever, using suitable values fron Hale s et aLI37 ,

a change in t of an order of nagnitude (200 vs. 2000 R) results in only

a trS per cent differgnce in SFE, thts an approxfunate value of t is all
that is required.. Of a more serious nature is 82, the vacanqr cross-

sectional area, si¡ce it is directly related to the SFE. Sone studies

merely use the square of the interatonic distancelsg, while others,

apparently trying to accor¡rt for the sma1l lattice re1æcation aror:nd a

vacanqrr- reduce this by 10-15 per cent13t6'r39. so*u129 '].64'137 make

no nention at all of the value used. Thus the picture is rather vague

.--t.'':- .i.---: ,-: ,.::: ., : : :.;: :. r. r:,ì
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recalculation of data of (137)
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TABLE 8

.SFE DETERMITIATION : LOOP ANINEATING TEC}INIQTIE
.,

SFE(ergs/cm')

int. =280150
ext. =420

280 r L00
300 r L50

?,90
220
230

135 r 20

ext.=L.3int.
l_10 r 20

I25 ! 25
140

1.1_0

int.=110
ext.=157

L0z

205 t 50
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in applying an accurate correction factor, if any is needed at all,
and none of the studies discuss the matter. Hourever, the najor advantages

of the loop method are still: a) it is a direct method, b) it can be

4p1ied to high SFE netals, and c) it is applicable to solid solutions

in which loops can be formed. The latter point is quite intriguing as

the rnetåod could then be used in conjr.rrction with the low SFE direct

methocls for a complete determination over the entire SFE range which

can occllr with a11oying, in this way eliminating some of the rather in-

accurate. extrapolations of the past. Possibly the main drawback is the

difficulty in creating the necessary loops. The experirnental difficulties

are controlled by sudr factors as quench rate, specirnen purity, etc. and

will be discr¡ssed shortly.

3.4 EXPERIMENTAI PROCEDIJRE

3.4.1 ZIRCONITIM

Reactor grade crystal bar Zr of roughly 99.9% purity (see

Tab1e9)wasobtainedthroughtheI¡ühiteshe11Nuc1earResearchEstab1ishnent

atPinavua,}4¿rrritoba.1heZrwasreduced'direct1yfronL/2in.rodto
.

: 6-10 cm. were cut out and cleaned ultrasonically in ethanol. '

Init iaTly áre strips were annealed in sealed $cor ttibes at

..j the querrch temperature for i--2 hr. before quenching. This was later

,,1 ,r.-. cnanged to annealing r.rrder a dynarnic vacurïn of - 1x 10-5 torr at ,,'.,,,'
" 

j .- .:' r.:'

tenperatures of 830-845oC for tines of 1.5-40 hr. for degassing purposes.

I Ttre surface layer of the foil was then rernoved by chemical polishing in

a 45 nitric-4s lactic - 10 hydrofluoric acid solution.



TABT,E 9

.A¡IAIìTS$ OF CRYSTAT BAR ZIRMNII}4

ETEMENI AN{OI]¡IT ATCIvI \TOLUME MELTING PT.
(oc) (16e)

I '..'

.Zr
A1

B

c

el
Co

Cr

O¡

Fe

H

Hf
Mg

I!ûr

Mo

N

Nb

Ni
0

Pb

Si
Sn

Ta

Ti
u

v
If
Zn

(ppn)

z5
"0.2

40

0.3
J

e
25

105

!_
r32
.10

10

L0

36

100

l_0

130

å
40

10

200

20

0.5

5

2S

50

(13) (roa)

23.3

1ó.6

7.7

5.7

21.6

11.13

L2.0

LL.8

lL.8

22.2
?z?

12.2

15.6

18.0

L0.9

30.3

20.0

, ?7.65

18.0
' 17.65

20.9

13.9

15.85.

15.2

1852

660

afr30

3727

320

149s

1875

1083

1536

2222

650

L24s

26L0

2468

L45s

327

1410

232

2996

1660

IL32

1900

3410

420

SOLTIBILITY G 85OOC

(at.%) (170)

I
0

z

16

0

0

0

0

0

100

snal"1

0

0

22

0

0

29

0

0

5

0

100

0

sma11

0

0

,

82

988.5
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Pe encapsulation procedure for the furnace quendres was;

evacuation to 1 x 10-5 torr, followed by several argon flushes

(industrial grade), ild finally sealing off the tube with varying amounts

of argon (0-200 mr pressure). Additional precautions to reduce hydriding

were taken; wrapping with Ta or Zr foI-I, inclusio¡ of Zr shavings in a

, . torch-heated portion of the tube outside the furnace, and/or d.otible

sealing.

Several furnace quenctres were attempted fron tåe BCC ß region

(fron 1100-12500, as high as facilities permitted), ild several fron the

i HC? q region (fron 840-8580), into either 25oC or iced water, some by

ì breaking the tube and others by leaving it sealed. A few quenches into

liquid N, were also attempted.

In an attempt to reduce hydriding and i¡crease the quench rate,

i a switch was rnade to a be11 jar attaclunent on a Balzart s Replicating l}nit,

i where. the foils v\rere heated by electrical resistance under a dynarnic

Chronel-Alurnel wires spot-welded on the foils and quenching was by ad-

, rnitting He gas (industrial grade) into the chamber ttrrough a specially-

. constnrcted feed-in and sinultanèously cutting off the DC current. Ihe

He was first passed through a Cu coil in a Dewar flask to which liquid

N, could.be added. Thus a typical quench could consist of a 30 min.
L"' 

armeal at 700-800oC and a quench fron 830-8500 either into a staticì ''" 
), 

" 
,a""¿y flow of either cooled or r.¡ncooled He

: " aünosphere of cooled He of either coole

or a "blastil of He (by increasing the pressure and opening the control

I valve as the cur:rent was shut oÏf).
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Photo.l Apparatr.rs for He quendring of. Zr

Photo.2.iClose-r-rp of A1 foil ready for heating

and quenching

e"

gl
{.i .'#
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An att.g¡npt was made to measure this quench rate by feeding the

amplified thermocouple signal into a Tektronix Storage Oscilloscope.

severpl specirnens were also prepared frorn rod that had. been given 1-4

passes at 3/4-3 in./hr in an MRC Zone Refiner. A portion was sent to

IIINRE at Pinawa for partial impurity analysis.

Thin foils were prepared, after varying tines of room temperature

ageing, by the dual-jet electropolishing technique in a bath of 10 per-

chloric- 90 acetic at 10-15oc, a voltage of 18-20 v. and a jet frorr,r

setting of 3'4. The foils were inrnedi.ately washed in acetic acid a¡rd

then in ethanol (both cooled.) and examined in a phillipts EM-S00 electron

microscope. In addition to normal examinations several foils were heated

in a special heating stage at tenperatures of 110-z50oc for times of a

few ninutes to an hour.

3.4.2 AI,T]MINTM

In order to ctreck on tlte efficienq¡ of the He quench, some foils
of A1 were sinú Tarly quenched, since many studies have produced quenched-

in vacanry loops in this metal.

A1 of 99.99.5 and 99.999"ó nominal purity obtained fron the tlnited

Mineral and Chenical Co4l. was used. Ihe loop-producing abilities of. the

tlvo grades were first'checked by quenching specimens through techniques

approximating those in previor:s studies. Specimens of 1 x 5 x 0.0075-0.015

cxn were cut from cold-rolled 99.995 sheet, aru:ealed 20-30 min. at 600oC

in air and quenched.by rapid extraction fron the fu:nace into either room

temperature rvater (once or five times) or room temperature oil. Wtren very

few loops were observed, this was switctred to quenching from a verLical
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furnace by cutting the wire holding the specimen, allowing the weighted

foÍt to faI1 into the quench bath located directly below the nouth of

the fufnace. At the same time the specinen width was changed to 0.5 cm

and the 99.999 material was used.

Longer strips, but with the.same 0.5 x 5 cm gage length were

quenched from.close to 6000 in the Balzarts apparatus (in air) under a

liquid Nr-cooled He blast once or five times. All ageing was at room

temperature for at least 24 hours. Thin foils were prepared in a 20

perchloric- 80 ethanol bath at 5-159C, at a voltage of 19 v. and a jet

flor¡,r of 3-4. Washing was in cooled ettranol. A few of these foils were

also heated in the heating stage of the microscope.

3.5 OBSERVATIONS

Frorn the outset, severe hydriding problerns were elperienced

with the Zr specimens. Forming ttre vast majority of the second phase

parti.cles, the hydrides ranged fron thin platelets usually present in the

nore rapidly quenched specimens (photo. 5), to the larger growths comnon

to furnace-cooled specimens (photo. 4). These were definitely established

as hydrides since they showed the same tetragonal lattice diffraction

patterns fotnd by Bai1ey171. It was discovered that reducing the final

argon content in enclpsulation to zero greatly reduced this problen.

Wrapping with Ta or Zr foTt and double sealing also helped but to a lesser

extent. It was soon discovered that the dfnanic vacuun annealing reduced

hydridingisubstantially, althougþ the degree of reduction did not increase

appreciably with time, probably due to a limit inposed by the extent of

the vacurm. Äny slight oxide coating was easily removed by the chenical

polishing
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Photo. S Tþical hydride distribution in Zr quenched

in sealed tube from lzsooc to OoC water

x 40000

Photo.4 Large hydrides in Zr armealed 5 hr at
84ooc and furnace cooled

x 28000
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Virtually all of the quenches from the ß ternperature region

sho¡ed a fairly high dislocation density, with nany regular dislocation

distributions (photo. 5) a¡rd netrvorks (photo. 6). Even after the dynanic

annealing, resulting in mrch shorter holding tirnes at the quench temperature,

sone hydriding was still noticeable in all furnace quenches, with specimens

that had been.quenched by breaking the tube in water showing. a very high

hydride density. The quenches into liquid N, gave indications of being

rather slovr, as has been previously noticedl7z.

The switdr to the BaLzarts apparatr:s 1ed to nehr tedrnical pro-

blens, most notably that of the thermocouple neLting out or the strip

rnelting througþ due to variations in foil cross-Section. Even rnore

danaging, the He used a¡peared to be sufficiently funpure to drastically

contaminate tJre specimen. A vacr¡¡n quenched specimen shor^¡ed a very 1or^l

impurity particle density whereas a He quench sn the same strip resulted

in a distribtrtion as in photo. 7. A1so, the attempt to measure the quench

rate was unsuccessful as a "noise'r signal fron ttre r¡rit itself completely

nasked ttre thermocotrple signal and could not have been corrected without

alteration of the equipnent.

Most importantly, no loops were obsen¡ed from any of the quenches,

either after roon terrperature ageing or higher.temperature ageing in the

heating stage of the microscope. Snall impurity clusters often gave loop-

like contrast due to their strain fields, although dark field electron

rnicroscopy always revealed their tnre nature. This is denonstrated in

photo. 8.
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Photo.5 llniform dislocation distribution in Zr
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Photo.S Zr quenched frorn 856oC to liquid N, (in
a) bright field
b) selected area diffraction pattern

d)
air)
c) dark field
d) dark field
e) dark field

x 41600

e)

circled spot
spot A

spot B
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D¡e to the thiruness and softness of the specimens, foil
handling damage was very difficult to avoid and long straight dis-

locations in the thin areas (photo. 9) and dense tangles in the thicker

.are¿rs (photo; 10) were often widespread. In addition to handling dis-

locations, the second phase particles often acted as dislocation sources

due to their misfit strain with the lattice (photo. 11).

Some interesting d.efects which appeared to be stacking faults

were observed in one specimen (photo. 12). Ilnfortunately, the foil was

lost due to. a mishap before they could be analyzed and tJrey were not

seen in any other specirnen (although similar quenches were subsequently

tried). Sinilar defects were seen in furnace-cooled foils, but these

proved to be annealing twins from their synnnetric bright field-dark field
1'7?

fringe contract^'- (photo. 13).

- Finally, although the zone-refined specimens did appear to

result in somewhat cleaner foils, the partial funpurity analysis showed

tåe refining effect to be minimal, with the 4 pass-S in./hr sanple

shoadng slight A1 and Fe decreases and no change in Ta, Nb and Hf impurity

Leve1s. Ihe 4 pass-S/4 in.fitr sample fated even hrorse, showing a tenfold

0, increase and no change in 41, Fe, Nb and Hf.a,

The A1 studies demonstrated hcn^¡ critical the quenching pro-

cedure, specimen size and purity can be. Pulling g9.gg5 specimens fron

the furnace into the quenchant resulted in no loop formation, probably

due to the temperature decrease before contacting the quenchant

(approxinately 10%'of T^172). Even tsing the vertical furnace, the loopq

density was very 1or¡¡ for 1 crn wide foils (although both faulted and perfect

werepresent).Decreasingt}risto0.5crnincreasedthe1oopdensity
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Photo.9 Probable foil handling dislocations in Zr
conrnon to thin areas of nany foils

x 20000

Photo.l0 Dense dislocation tangles in Zr conmon

to thicke,r areas of marrY foils
x 54000
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Photo.ll Particles as dislocation sources in Zr

furnace cooled. from 840oC
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Photo.12 Possible stacking faults in Zt quenched in
sealed tiirbe from 1250oC to OoC ürater
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Photo.13 Annealing twin in Zr arurealed 5 hr at 84OoC

and furnace cooled a) bright field
b) dark field
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greatly, as did increasing the purity (compare photos. 14 and 15). The

water quenches resulted in a high density of predoninantly perfect loops,

while ttre oil quenches resulted in a lcwer density of predominantly faulted

lôops.

The BaLzatt s quenches r¡rere even nore difficult than the Zt

ones with regard to the melt-tirrough problern (especially in nultiple

quenches), since they were so near the melting point (0.9 mp). ft was

also noticed. that the terminals holding ttre specimen often heated up

sornewhat, thts decreasing tJre quench efficienq¡. Tþica1 results for a

single He quench of 99.999 material are shown in photo. 16. Suryrisingly,

a rm:1tip1e quench shor,ved much poorer results, pointing to the difficulty

of obtaining consistent reproducibility with this technique. It should

be noted that, in all cases, the loop density varied greatly, from large

are¿¡s with no locps at all to areas with densities as in photos. 14-16.

3.6 DISCTJSSION

of

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Providing that the Zr artaTysis is correct there are a nr¡rber

possibilities to accor¡nt for the hydriding e:<perienced in this work:

furpure argon or helir¡n

diffusion into the tube while sealing off _=:

backstreaming of'cracked hydrocarbons from the diffusion

slonr diffusion through tåe sealed tube in the furnace

poor vacuum levels

electropolishing or chemical polishing

ptllrrp
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Loop distribution in 99.999,41 quenched once

from approxirnately 600oC by pre-cooled He

x 52500

Photo.16
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' b), c) and d) are likely to be rather ninor wtrile polishing

hydrides are generally small surface hydrideslTL ,h^, can be greatty

reduced by careful polishing. Thus the main causes are likely a) and

e). Both can be improved although e) can be severely linited by the

capability and condition of the equipment. As noted earlier, a dynamic

vacurm is nucli preferred to a static one and could greatly reduce gaseous

impurities over a.rlong ar¡neal providing the degree of vactrum is very high,

e.g. of the order of 10-7 - to-8 torr for zrL.86'r87. Therefore, using

Zr of. lor,u.initi aL H, content, high vactnnn tlynamic annealing, a high purity

gas quenchant and careful electropolishing, the hydriding should be

severely curtailed

As already stated, no quenched-in vacanqr loops of arry kind were

obserye<i in arry of the Zr specimens. Tnere are five nrajor factors that

influe¡rce the formation of these loops:

a) ageing proceörre

b) specimen size

c) quench temperature (TO)

d) quench rate

e) åpecirnen purity

lhe ageinglprocedure used. after quenching appeaïs to be very

important for d.etermining the optirrr-un loop size and. d.istribution as seen

in Table 10, which is a partial sunnary of nany reðent studies on quenched-

in defects, or from the conprehensive analysis of A1 ageing by Kiritani

et a1188. It would appear, though, that roon teuperature ageing for a

period of a My or so should ràsu1t in at lea5t some loop formation. Ihe
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optimm conditionS, i.e. those giving large, fairly isolated loops, can

then be obtained by further ageing at higher temperatures or for longer

times. It should be noted fron Table 10 that the ageing temperature is

higher for higher n.p. metals, although it could be argued that for

netals with anomolously high diffusion coefficients, like Ti and Zr, ít
would not be as high as for, sayr. Au or Ni.

The specirnen size should be as thin and narror¡,r as possible since

this makes the quench more uniform, reducing quenching strains. Both

of these d.inrensions are, horvever, lirnited by teclurical difficulties suclt

as tlre melt-through problem, deformation from the quenchant and/or electro-

polishing procedures. A trange of comproniset would appeaï to be roughly

0.0075 - .015 crn by'0.3 - 0.6 cn. In this regard it should be noted that

tl:e He-quenched A1 foil (photo. 16) was slightly thicker (.0125 cm vs.

.0106 cm) than the water-quendred foils (photos. 14 q 15).

From the earlier discussion in Sec. 3.2 it is obvious that TO

should be very close to the n.p. in ord.er to start ofi with the narcinnun

nt¡nber of vacancies for loop fornation. Thus, as seen in Table 10, Tq̂

is usually arotnd 0.9 m.p. * to nears the melting point the nunber of

clusters nucleated increases, leading to a higher density of smaller

loops. This is notr.hoïrever, desireabLe for the loop annealing rnethod,

lolering T,.' decreases the ntunber of clusters, resulting in fewer loops,
Y

but of greater size, since there is still an appreciable vacancy treservoirt

to dra,,¡ ltpon. However, due to the exponential dependence of the vacanqf

concentration rvith tenperature, this reduction in TO cannot go on in-

definitely since a point is soon reached where there are not enough single



MATERIAI

A1 (ee. segì

A1 (ee. ee)

A1 (ee. eeeg)q

A1 (ee. ees)

a) (ee.eeee)
''i'i

t(cm)

.005

.0075

.0075

Qt H\rcH PRocEDUREfc)

620 (.94 rp) [o -10 iced
brine, in air
600 (.91 np) to iced brine
1) heating^urtil contact

with 25" water
2) hegting, then drop into

25- water
from 650 by 1)

from 600 by 1)

fron 520 (.79 trp) by 1)

fron 650 ÞV 2)

from 520 by 2)

fron 650 by 1)

fron 520 by 1)

frorn 650 by 2)

fron 520'Ay z)

fron 650 by 1) twice
from 650 by 2) twice

TABTE 10
. :--

SIT\f\,IART OF QIJEN$-INDUGD DEFECTS

b) (es.ees)

AGEING

room te[p.

nEsl,¡s (d is deve í¡ Rt

onLy prismatic loops

only prismatic loops (156)

(1ss)

prismatic,
prisnatic,
prismatic,
prismatic,
prismatic,
prisnutic,
prisrnatic,
prismatic,
no loops

prisnatic,
prismatic,

* AlL A1 quenclrcs in air

d=325

d=400, L3% favlted, d=875

d=275, 22% faulteà, d=900

d=400 , S0% faulted, d=l-200

d=500, 65eo faulted, d=L500

d=250

d=500

d=400

d=300, 2% faulted, d=750

d=400, 27% faulted, d=900

REFrBEhrcq

(lso)

o
(.¡¡



MATERIAL

ry+
A1{ee. ees) q

¡t@s3,7)'

"l Cgg.eesl

t(cm)

.0t25

b) (ee.e7)

640

520

A1(ee. ee)

']..
A1 (99.999)

AI € 4l-{4(at-%)
a) A1-.006In

b) A1-.0375In

c) zone-refined
AIi.,65wl%Mg

A1-5wt%Mg

(.97 rp) to 25o water
to 25o hrater

600 (o room tenp.
600 to roon tenp.
600 to room terp.
650 to room tenp.
600 to room tenp.
600 to roon teÍp.
600 to 50o water
temp. oil
610 (.925 rp) to

^600 to 45" CaCl,,
¿

TABLE L0 (continued)

AGEIN.G RESULTS(d is d^.._ i" Rlaf

.01

.02

.0L25

oi1
water

water 5 tinps
oi1
or_I

water

or roon L hr at 50o

24 hr at 25o

(2.R.)
.01

.0L25

faulted, d=250

faulted, d=1000

prisrnatic, d=2000,

prisrnatic , d=700,
prismatic, d=600,

prismatic, d=1000,

prismatic, 'd=2000,

prisnatic, d=700

l-00o water

600

s50

to silicone oil
(.83 np) to silicone oil

S'min at 20o

L hr at 50o

2 hr at 1000

t hr at 50o

roon tenp.
room tenp.

BEqEBweE

(174)

(lse)

faulted and prismatië

nnstly faulted

88% faulted, d=3000

5% faulted, d=700

50% faulted, d=800

9L% faulted, d=1000

92% fauLted, d=3000

very low density of prismatic
high density of small prismatic
lower density of larger prismatic
neditm density of large faulted
nostly faulted (60)

mostly prismatic (63)

Qze)

(130)

(17s)

,;. '
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MATERIAT

Au(e9. e99)

Au(99.999)

Z.R. Au doped
with Cd & Zn

-

Au(99.9995)

Au q Ru-Pi(at%)

!q+
.015

.01_

QTJENCH PROCEDIIREfC)

a) Au(9s.999)

b) Au-lPt
c) Au(9e.999)

d) Au-lPt
Me(ee.es) .02s

Me(99.9999) ' .0075(esw)"
ï3E,3s)-

a) (ee.eeee)

].n alr\^
.0037 980 (.925 rp) to -35" batJr,

in air

875 (.SZ np) to 25o brine
in air and deformed

1000 (.94 rp) to ice water,

.005 940 (.S9 rp) to -5o CaCL,

900 (.85 rp) to 25o water

TTLE l0 ,(continued)

AffiINc RESULTS(d is d^..^in R).+l':F...J.

b)

c)

(ee. eee 7)

(ee. e 7)
* Measured

L-4 h¡ at
0-150-

t hr at 1000

9zl (.e6
ln argon

tetrahedra

tetrahedra, largest at L00o

tetrahedra, 1=400-1200

single, double tetrahedra
and faulted l-oops, 1=100-600

,.

550, I00, 450 (.85, .77, .69 np)
to 20- oí1*

rp) to ice water,

sane as a)

500 to 20o oil
2L-24000 o/t".. A liquid

thrat

thrat
l- hr at
1- hr at

1 000

1000

2000

2000

tetrahedra and high density
snall faulted loops .

sarne as a)

larger loops and tetrahedra
slightly larger, prisnatic also
nostly large faulted (1-36)

(181)

mostly perfect on qrj,sn planes with
increaiing size antfGõreasing density
as T decreasedq
mixture of peffect and basal faulted
nostly large faulted

atmospheres) was L7-23000 o7ru..

ryryrycF,.
(L76)

(L77)

(178)

(17e)

,':l

(180) / '

Nr-cooled He blast (at

H
O
(.tl
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Me(ee..ee)

Me(ee. ee)

zn (9e. eee)

zn (99. 99_99)

Zn(99.999)

t(cn)

.02

.01

.0L25

.0125

Ni(99.e6 q Z.R.).007s

QTIENCH PROCEDUREfC)

Ni (2.R. )

Cu-41 (at%)

a) Cu-941

b) Cu-15.641

Cu"Au(99.98)
-.ì_-

620 to ice water, in argon

630 to ice water
400 (.95 trp) to ice water

415 (.99 np) to ice water
400 to iced brine
L400 (Á96 np) to 25o oil,
in 10 " torr vacuum

t20o (.-e.s oel to liquid-N,
cooled He

(?) to 20o oil, in CO

(?) to 20o oil, in argon

900 (.94 rp) to 0o silicone
oi1, in vacuttrn

.0016

.0125

TABf,E L0 (contÍ¡ued)

.005

AGEING

20 min at 100onost1y large faulted
mostly large faulted
mostly large faulted
nostly large faulted

room tenp.
t hr at 3500

mostly faulted
tetrahedra, faulted and
prisnatic loops; in Z.R. only
low density of small faulted, (L85)
increasing with increasing passes

(184)

large faulted, d=5000

large faulted, d=5000

prismatic, d=90Q , 65% faulted, (185)
d=700, tetrahedra, 1=800

prisnatic, d=800, 65% faulted, :

d=700, tetrahedra, 1=500

prismatic, d=500, 30% faulted,
d=750, tetrahdera, 1=800

prismatic, d=600, 50% faulted,
d=700, tetrahedra, 1=400

t hr at 1000

t hr at 1500

L hr at 2000

L hr at 3000

REryry'¡cE

(Ls7)

(182)

(1.36)

(13e)

(46)

H
o\
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vacancies present to. interact a¡rd form clusters'.

Another interesting point for FCC metals concerïrs the decrease

in percentage of faulted loops as T^ is raised. This is generally con-q

sideredlss ao bu óre to the Frank loops forming at terperatures suf-

ficiently high to nucleate Shockley partials and convert then to

prismatic loops. This would aLso account for the presence of perfect

loops rh"1. the earlier-disq.rssed energ¡r considerations indicate that the

great rnajority should be Frank loops- trVtrile the activation energy for

Shockley nucleation is of the order of a few electron rooltsl55'189, it
would appear that the high SFE metals, such as 41, are near enough to

the upper linit for fa:ltecl loop stability so ttrat the snall amot¡rt of

thermal energr available at these temperatures (a few tenths of an electron

volt) is often sufficient to oyercome the renaining portion of the

nucleation barrier.

îhe effect of quench rate is very siniiar to that of TO, Too

slor^¡ a rate a1lor,vs too many of the non-equilibriun r".*.i", to reach

sinks, while too fast a rate cuts down tJ:e clustering time, leading to a

high density of small loops. It is also possible that the hig,her quenctring

stresses fron higher rates rnight be sufficient to cause the nucleation of

Shockley partials, producing perfect loops

The question of purity is important in that impuriÇ atons can

lead to either vacanq¡-inpurity complexes or second phase particles. The

former rnay be rnobile enough to al1or,rr the associated vacancies to reactr

sinksr oï, if slower-noving, possibly result in cfuster nucleation at

terperatures high enough to permit Shockley nucleation. The latter,

possible.only if the funpurity solid soÏ:bility is near zero, may generate
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dislocations whiú can act as vacanqf sihks, or act as sinks themselves

to relieve the nisfit strains often associated with precipitates. It

should be nentioned here that it seems reasonable that any dislocations

: 
produced by precipitates, by quenching stresses or by phase transfor-

nations should act more as vacanqf sinks than sources. That is, pro-

ôrction of vacancies thrgugþ tangling, cutting, jog formation, etc. of

a sufficient quantity to affect the loop formation process, would not seem

. likely from these dislocations.

Further to the question of slor¡,r complexes, it could be argued

that some amot¡rt are desireable for cluster formation, but too many com-

' 
plexes nay result in severe depletion of the vacansy tresenroirr. As

I nentioned in Sec. 3.2, t\e complex concentration depends on the relative
:

i sizes of solvent and solute. Thus, for relatively sma11 natrix atoms,

i such as A1 or Ni (see Table 9), high purities of the order of'n5 or 6-9rsrr

I are needed while tlre requirements are not as stringent (aroturd 4-9rs)

' for larger matrix atoms, such as Mg. It is worthwhile to note that

theoretically s¿1.r1ated hgnggeneous nucleation rates by Hirth and

Davis190 are nnrch lower than actual rates, further lending credence to

the likelihood of heterogeneous, i.e. impurity-induced nucleation.

In considering ttre above, one point that bears emphasis is the

interchangeability of these parameters, ê.g. re-examination of a 99.995

". pure, 1 crn wide A1 foil (water quenched 5 times), after a few weeks, shcn^red

. '!''I ' a very reasonable mixed loop density close to tJrat of photo. 14b or 15a.

i foils of these photos. (which.are better for He quenching) and possibly

achieve ah" ,*u result by perhaps decreasing T^, increasing the thiclsress
Y
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flcn¡r rate.

In applying the above criteria to Zr it would seem reasonable

that.specimen size and ageing procedrre should present no special problens

As regards T^', it may be intuitively argued that, as the solid stateq,. . ,,,,,. 
transformation is approached, more vacancies than normal are present due

to the increasing instability of the HC? lattice. Thus T^ should be asq

close as possible to the transfonnation tenperature of 862oC. In addition

the quench rate should probably also be as higþ as possible since this :

approximation of the,transformation to a nelting point is nost 1ike1y :.
i .;'

only a partial one at best. If this assum.otion is ilot va1id, the possibility

of, loop fonnation ín Zr would be very bleak because of the difficulties

catrsed by quenching through the transformation¡ to say nothing of the

teclurical. problens arising from Zrrs high rnelting point.

' Ar is evident from Table 9, the imprrrity 1eve1 in this Zr is

indeed Substantial, being approxirnately 1000 pprn. However, only 25 ppm

of this total are larger than tllre Zr atom, and thus could form vacancy-

inçrurity complexes. More seriously, rougþly 600 ppn inpurities could form

precipitate particles because of their very lfunited solid soh:bility, 
', 

,',

arising rnostly from'the nagnitude of their size difference with respect ,,. 
.

to the Zt atan, whether larger or smaller. 'It should be noted that

hydrogen, easily picked up through contact with water vapor at high temper-

". .atures, is one of these impurities. It is to be further noted that roughly 
,,..,'!.' 

200 ppm of the 625 ppm total, combining both the above factors, are '""'

inpurities possessing nelting points much lêss tlwn Zr. These could perhaps
a.

be amendable to zone refining. Thus to obtain a satisfactory level of, say,
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less ttran 100 ppm of r:ndesirable inp-urities (those underlined in Table 9)

would not seem as difficult a task as indicated by the total impurity

level. Unfortr¡ratehy, a closer analysis reveals that the majority of the

r¡ndesirable impurities have rather high equilibrir¡r distribution coefficients

with Zr, which would necessitate a lat'ger ntmber of passes to significantly

reduce their concentrations. At the same time , Zrts high affinity for

g¿rseous elements would require very high vaqlum levels for tåe refining.

It is -perhaps snal1 wonder, then, that even the best purities obtained by
101

tlre Materials Research Corporation^-^ are only of the order of 99.96%.

. Fina11y, it is possible that some difficulÇ could arise over

tÏ¡e condensation mode of the vacancies in Zr. One study192 has shovrn that

neutron irradiation of Zr cart result in interstitial perfect loops on

prisn planes (rrhich have a slightly large:r d spacing than basal planes

in ZT), but, it could be argued that interstitials would condense on planes

of largest d spacing, while vacancies, being strain relievers, should

still condense on the closest-packed planes. If condensation *"t on

tlre prisn plane, it is difficult to visualize the exact nectranism or the

final result, due to the fact that {10i0} planes can be considered as

either flat low density planes having an ABCDA stacking sequence, or

cor¡:ugated planes having a simple AB.ABA stackinglgs.

. It is apparent that several improvements could be nrade in the

errperinental technique used here. Besides those already mentioned (purity,

vacuur level, etc.) it appears that the quendr rate is on the lorn¡ side.

îhe nethod used resembles that of Lang and Caneto1i172, which they state

as approximately equivalent to'a liquid N, euench. However, 6 noted in

lab1e 10, Ler4¡ et a1181 obtained a very high quench rate fron gas quenching

-: .r:..r ,-' .'-l.i,:r-i1{.;1::i

110
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by inmersing the entire vacuum chamber in liquirl He, uÌrich, rnfortunately,

would involve a conplete restnrcturing of the apparatus. In ad.dition it
is probable ttrat the rniformity of the quench could be increased by

funproved design, e.g. flared nozzles on both sides of the specimen, and

a more r¡riform thiclcness from high quality.rolls. .An alternative to the

latter might be a snall furnace enclosed in the vacìrum chamber.

Since none of these would. help a great deal if the transfornation

cannot be approxinated to a melting point to sone degree, this approxination

cot¡ld be checked by a study of the quenctred-in resistivity (Ap) near the

transformation. If the assr:nption holds, an anomolorrs increase in p

should occur at this point since an increase in vacanqf concentration would

result in a resistivity increase. Ho,.rever, it could be quite difficult
to determine what portion of Âp is ascribable to vacancies, since re-

,dissolution rrf inpurities would also increase the resistivity. This is :

arply denonsLrated by tJre study of Srvanson et a1L94 of quenched Zr wires,

utrere, although they obtained Âpfs equivalent to point defect concentrations

of 'rougþly 10-4, they could not definitely state r,rhat portion was due

sole1y to vacancies.

If this assunption $reÌe invalid, there sti1l remains the question

of how best to rþasure the SFE of. Zr. Ignoring the methods not applicable

to HC? metals orthose for which it is d.oubtful that an HCP theory could

be derived, several alternative nethods remain, but it is evident that

ttreir probabilities of being applicable are not vety high. That is, the

most accuËte rnethàds, the node, ribbon and fault-Þair, require very low

SFErs and it is doubtful that even marcinum anounts of alloying can lower

the SFE sufficiently for these nethods to app1y, since tåis requires a
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substantial increase ín e/a ratio. This is not likely because Zr may be,

at best, only considered as di-valurrtl95 and, even then, higher valenq¡ 
/

solutes, such as A1 or Sn possess sma1l solid solubilities with Zr. This

would appear to be experimentally confirmed since for Ti-41 al1oys196r197

(Ti possessing a sinilar electronic stn¡cture), no extended defects (or

even non-equilibrir¡n faults) have been obseryed at A1 contents up to 18

at%. The only other direct method, the grain bor:ndary intersection

nethod, depends entirely on the existence of equilibriun configurations.

. It is doubtful that any alloying could lower the SFE sufficiently,

for the x-ray nethod to be applicable (r¡ should be of the order of 10

ergs/q3 tn8). For the deformation methods the only proven possibility is

tlre accurate determination of activation energr for prismatic slip in high

purity single crystals and corparing this to êquâl1y accurate values for
HCP metals of knor^rn SFE, suctr as Mg arrd Zn. The sane fonmt would apply

to correlation of SFE with the Cottrell-stokes ratio (if a cor¡elation

exists) or to the relative amottrts of work softening.

The theoretical methods do not ap-pear to be accurate enough

at this time, except to be used as perhaps a rough check, cf. Ranasrr¡ami

.^ 85ana uralg

One final possibiliÇ, not previously discussed, would utilize
the decrease of SFE with tenperature. Although Ga11agher37 states that

studies indicate little or no tnre temperature dependence of y/G for

a pure netal such as Ag, it could be reasoned that, since the SFE is

lc¡¡¡ered trpon alloying by increasing the nunber of free electrons, i.e.

erpanding the. Fermi surface, the sane effect could occur by having the

same nt¡nber of free electrons increase in energy due to the tempeÏature
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rise. Unfortturâtely the work of Ericssonl99 on Co and Co alloys seens

to indicate a very gra&ratr decrease of SFE (in the order of 3 ergs /qrr?/tOOoC)

tlp to a few degrees from the phase change, follolr¡ed by a precipitous drop

and an equally steep rise to a similar value in the other phase, frorn which

it graô¡a1ly rises as the other phase stabilizes. This appears more

reasonable than a linear decrease to zero at the transformation temperature,

since this should evidence itself by wide splitting of dislocations in

hot stage rnicroscopy. No such evidence was obtained in specirnens heated

past the transformation, although severe oxidation after about 700oC

nade any splitting thereafter very difficult to detect. Thus it might

sti1l be possible tolheat the specimen to just past the transformation

terperature and deform it as it is being quenched through the zero SFE

point, resulting. hopefully, in fault formation and possibly even some

good grain botmdary intersections. Ind.eed, this nay account for tfre
supposed faults of photo. 12, since no similar d.efects were seen in any

quenches from the a region.

3.7

1)

CONCLUSIO{S ANID RECOI\MEMATIONS

lvfary methods of.deternining the SFE of a metal exist, applicable over

the lvhole range of possible values. It is especially important to

renember thoughr'that each nethod usually has several weak points or

limiting conditions, thus a multi-nethod determination is enrninently

desirable, time and facilities permitting.

2) From p:revious work it appears that the SFE of Zr is high, probably

in tlre range of 150-25 0 ergs/ørtz.
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3), The present attempt. to create faulted vacanqf loops in Zr. failed

ü¡e to:

a) 1o,r purity of the netal

b) H" coritamination from insufficient vacuum 1eve1s and quenchant'¿
irnpurities

c) too low a quench rate

d) an insufficient vacancy strpersaturation due to the tra¡rsformation

not epproxinating to a melting point.

4) There sti1l exist several possibilities of obtaining at least an

estimate of. Zr SFE (and, incidentally, for Ti as well). These would

forrn the basis for arry future work and are surÍnatized as follows:

a) another attenpt at creating vac¿mqf loops incorporating the

preuiously-rnentioned. improvements órily after a study of Âp

vs. T^ has shor,r¡n some promise of an increase in vacanq¡ concentra-q

tion near the transformation terperature.

b) accurate single crysta1 deformation studies to furnish a value

of activation energy for prismatic slip, possibly in conjurction

with X-ray studies of d vs'. alloying content. (It should be

noted that work is iurrently in progress which nay furnish the

forner for dil.ute Zr-Al alloys.)

c) an electron microscope ínvestigation of A1 or Sn a.lloys of tJre

highest solid solurbility to determine if the SFE is lowered enough

to bbtain measureable equilibrium-extended defects.

d) a study to ãetermine if the Cottrell-Stokes law applies to Zr and,

if it does, see if any corïelation exists between it and other

HCP C.-S. ratios. An investigation of work softening vs. SFE

night also fit in here.



, 9) determine if it is possible, urrder cert¡in conditions, to pull

partials frorn grain boundaries and apply the critical tear

stress idea of SFE deterrnination.

f) deforrntion at or above the transfornration temperature to see

if *y stacking fault-grain bor:ndary intersections are formed.

If extensive faulting proved possible, an optinnrr treatment of

> deformation and ageing for dilute alloys might result in

strengthening,through some forn of precipitate association with

the faults.

Of the above reconrnendations, only b) should definitely furnish

sone estinate of SFE; the others may or may not. If they did, a) would

f,urnish the most accurate value. Finally, f) is the most intriguing

possibility frorn a development standpoint.
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